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Attempting to disrupt dominant configurations of ways of knowing and being requires
the mobilisation of tremendous resources. In the absence of such, tremendous will power
and resourcefulness are required. Privilege and resources are a taken-for-granted absence
in the armoury of those who challenge orthodoxy and hegemony. Consequently, we have
been confronted with a significant staff turnover, have experienced some difficulty
receiving the required number of quality articles, and finding the right spaces for
exposure in order to optimize the visibility of the journal has been somewhat of a
challenge.
The establishment of the Journal of Critical Southern Studies is in itself an act of
resistance: a means to confront social injustice and global inequality. We knew from the
onset that it would be a challenge, but one we still feel committed to taking head on. In
understanding our present height, we urge our readers to imagine the starting point from
which we are emerging. In this third overdue issue, we present a range of complexities
confronting epistemologies of the South. Each article offers the excellence we seek for this
journal, and in that excellence, the promise of epistemological alternatives and the call to
counter-hegemonic views and actions.
In the first paper, Eshun, Zakaria and Segbefia explore methodological choices and
traditions in tourism research in Ghana through a selected study of lecturers and
undergraduates from the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology. The
authors expose tensions related to methodological complexities, situatedness and
positionality, arguing for a shift from “neo- positivism to considering alternative
methodological approaches that promote sustainable development” in Ghana, in
particular, and Africa, in general.
In the second paper, Manful et al. delve into the challenges of the Ghana School Feeding
Programme as a social intervention strategy to retain pupils from disadvantaged
backgrounds in education and its attendant challenges. Drawing on data from six
beneficiary and non-beneficiary schools in Sekyere Kuumawu District in the Ashanti
Region, they present an analysis of the gains, contradictions and challenges of the School
Feeding Programme, questioning its implementation as an instrument that is there to
equalise inequality, but at the same time generating inequalities in its identification of
pupils.
Following from there, Madzokere and Machingura invite the reader to consider the
criteria used to judge true and false prophets/esses in the light of current miracles in
Zimbabwe in order to make a distinction between the two. Drawing from biblical
knowledge and times in the Ancient Near East, Palestine and during Jesus’ time,
1

contextualised in contemporary Zimbabwe, the authors critically analyse claims of
prophethood. Considering the performance of miracles as a manifestation of one of many
controversially set criteria to pass the test of prophethood, the authors consider the
upsurge of prophets, used openly as titles in contemporary Zimbabwe.
Spangler moves away from the African continent to examine, in a complex analysis,
the work of 19th Century Cuban poet, Jose Marti, in relation to Cuba’s political and poetic
redemption. Drawing from the intersection of poetry and politics, as well as the nexus of
Cuba, Spain and the United States, the author positions patria, as espoused in Marti’s
work, as ultimate sacrifice. Exploring colonialism, imperialism, mortality, liberation and
many other interrelated themes through his life and writings, the author concludes that
Jose Marti has written himself “into the sacred mythologies of the Bible and takes upon
himself the bitter cross that transforms him from victimized martyr to selfless saviour for
Cuba.”
In the last paper of this issue, Swanson stretches our normality through her ontoepistemology of conscience, imbued by radical hope through the Southern/alternative
epistemology and African indigenous thought of Ubuntu. The author postulates Ubuntu
as “an ontological relationality of the human condition that brings into play both the
courage of hope and the hope of a more fully human existence”. Drawing on an incident
she witnessed in September 2015 in Hungary relating to the Middle Eastern refugee crisis
and the treatment of refugees and migrants in the European Union, Swanson, drawing on
Ubuntu philosophy, argues against the potential loss of our humanity in the “globallylegitimised vulnerability and dehumanisation” faced by the Middle Eastern refugees, to
one that that is premised on an Ubuntu-inspired onto-epistemology of conscience.
In conclusion, the central theme that holds this issue together is that of the various
configurations of otherness. It therefore holds the opportunity to grapple with counterorthodoxy views, to confront other ways of knowing and being, and other logics than
those dominantly held.
The editorial team would also want to put on record the pioneering roles Dr Abou Jeng,
Dr Baaba Jallow and Sam Bamkin played in conceptualising and operationalising this
journal. We are confident that without their pivotal involvement during our embryonic
stages, this journal will not exist in its current form. We salute you and hope that we can
continue to call on you where needed.
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Beyond Entrenched Positions: Towards a more
Comprehensive Understanding of
Methodological Choices in Tourism Research in
Ghana
Gabriel Eshun, Seebaway Zakaria and Alexander Yao Segbefia

ABSTRACT
This paper explores the overarching reasons that prompt researchers to particular
methodological traditions and choices in tourism research in Ghana. Using purposive
sampling, the study selected university tourism lecturers and final year undergraduate
students at Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology. The data collection
process involved in-depth interviews with the respondents as well as focus group discussions
towards filling the above-mentioned knowledge gap. Using thematic analysis, this paper
shows four main results inter alia: ‘external pressures on choice of methods’; ‘issues of
positionality, technology and alternative approaches’; ‘perceptions of knowledge on
quantitative and qualitative research traditions’; and ‘nexus of industry, society and
academia’. The study concludes by heralding undertones for a paradigmatic shift from the
continual dominance of tourism research by neopositivism to considering alternative
methodological approaches that promote sustainable development in Africa.

Keywords: methodological choices, research methods, African researchers, Ghana, Africa.

1. INTRODUCTION
The continual dominance of a quantitative paradigm in the field of tourism is
underscored by the United Nations World Tourism Organisation’s (UNWTO) attempts to
document tourism’s growth in its annual publications titled ‘Tourism Highlights and
Compendium of Tourism Statistics’. Similarly, the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC)
3
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measures the economic impact of travel and tourism for the world and its regions (Goeldner
and Ritchie 2012). Bryce et al. (2015, 579) add that the study of tourism continues to be
largely filtered through Western institutional lenses, which favours quantitative approaches
over qualitative approaches. Increasingly, researchers are critiquing the dominance of
particular categories of research perspectives in social research and how they themselves
produce and circulate knowledge in a global academic context (Airhihenbuwa 2006; Chilisa
2005; Cloke et al. 2004; Decrop 1999; Echtner and Prasad 2003; Eshun 2011; Eshun and
Madge 2012; Eshun and Tagoe-Darko 2015; Hall and Tucker 2004; Hollinshead 2004; Phillips
2005; Sharp 2009; Sundberg 2014; Tembo 2003).
To authors such as Jazeel and McFarlane (2007) and Raghuram and Madge (2005),
there is an urgent need for researchers to counter Eurocentrism in academia by contesting
why and how researchers produce knowledge, and for whom. Ashcroft et al.’s (1989)
magnum opus ‘Empire Writes Back’ thus draws the attention of researchers, especially from
Southern countries, to the need for articulating their voices in their works. Also
Chakrabarty’s (2000) ‘Provincialisation of Europe’, seeks to lead scholars to what Sidaway
(2001, 51) refers to as ‘alternative world picturing’ i.e. the exploration of alternative
epistemologies and methodologies to complement the hegemony of the hypotheticodeductive paradigm in social research.
Ahluwalia (2001) also tasks African scholars with the need to abrogate ‘Afropessimism’, which is shown in the way that African scholars largely borrow Northern
theories in their research without contesting their appropriateness and relevance to African
situations. In tandem with Ahluwalia’s assertion, Airhihenbuwa (2006, 10) warns African
researchers to unravel “the assumptions inscribed in the theories, frameworks and models
designed for research in Africa”. Airhihenbuwa’s stance will involve African scholars finding
new ways to “investigate, interrogate, make visible and validate other knowledge and ways
of knowing, particularly those that have served and still serve African communities” (Okolie
2003, 236). Lopez (1998), however, asks:
“If research is a tool of the ‘master’ and all we are doing tinkering with the tool is to
make it more adaptable to marginalised populations, then can we truly hope for
4
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substantive social and epistemological change in our research practices?” (Lopez
1998, 230).
Whilst acknowledging the philosophical and practical significance of Lopez’s
argument, what remains to be asked is: how exactly have researchers sought to draw upon
the same sorts of resources as researched communities in making sense of the phenomena
their investigations seek to explain, thus producing local perspectives on lived experiences?
Currently, African researchers have been largely silent on issues of methodological
traditions and choices in the field of tourism (Eshun 2011). Ghana, as an emerging tourism
destination in Africa, continues to receive research attention (Afenyo 2012; Amuquandoh et
al. 2011; Asiedu 2002; Eshun 2014; Eshun and Tettey 2014; Eshun and Tonto 2014; Eshun &
Tagoe-Darko 2015; Mensah 2015; Owusu 2001; Teye 1999; Yeboah 2013). Nevertheless, the
plethora of literature on tourism research in Ghana and to some extent Africa, appears to be
overly mechanistic, whereby researchers seek to present grand quantitative facts without
necessarily contesting whether the methods used are in consonance with the problems
under study or presenting fresh arguments based on the data collected (Chilisa 2005;
Decrop 1999; Eshun 2011; Eshun and Madge 2012). Eshun and Tagoe-Darko (2015) refer to
this scenario in Africa as ‘epistemological dromophobia’, where researchers illustrate fear in
considering lesser-known methods in their works, and maintaining blind acquiescence to
mainstream methodologies. Indeed, there is an overt knowledge gap in tourism research in
Africa, concerning what underscores researchers’ proneness to particular methodological
traditions. This paper therefore seeks to fill this overt knowledge gap in Africa by exploring
the overarching reasons that prompt researchers to adopt particular methodological
traditions and choices in tourism research. More specifically, the study seeks to unravel the
reasons why researchers employ their current approaches to tourism research in Ghana –
and the ‘South’ more widely – and the barriers to adopting these approaches.
The remaining part of the paper is divided into four interlinked sections. The immediate
section throws hues on methodological approaches in social research. The next section
provides insights into the paper’s methodological stance, with focus on sample frame, data
collection techniques and analysis tool. Section four presents the results and discussion,
with overt focus on reasons that prompt researchers to adopt particular methodological
5
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choices in tourism research in Ghana. The concluding section echoes the need for
alternative approaches in tourism research, and its embedment in issues of sustainable
development in Ghana, and to a large extent Africa.

2. ISSUE OF METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES IN SOCIAL RESEARCH
Riley and Love (2001) argue that tourism research is still largely characterised by the
use of quantitative research methodologies. Eshun (2011) suggests there is the need for
African tourism researchers to consider especially qualitative methodologies to complement
the hegemony of neopositivist methodologies. To Jack and Westwood (2006), quantitative
research implies invariably the gathering of data to quantify them, and is more akin to
realist ontology and objectivist epistemology. Qualitative research, however, is often
enshrined in interpretivism, and draws on a constructivist ontology and subjectivist
epistemology (Saunders et al. 2009).
Qualitative research has been used to study different aspects of tourism experiences
through an in-depth understanding of tourists’ behaviour, attitudes, expectations,
participation and perceptions (Decrop 1999; Raghuram and Madge 2006). Riley and Love
(2000) present three types of qualitative approaches in tourism research namely:
‘precursor’, ‘multi method’ and ‘sole method’. Precursor design involves the use of
qualitative research to develop questions for subsequent quantitative research. If the
research uses both qualitative and quantitative techniques concurrently in the findings, then
that research is a multi-method approach that can also be referred to as a mixed-method
approach. The sole method employs qualitative technique exclusively in the research
findings. To Denzin and Lincoln (2005) qualitative research has undergone several stages as
shown in Table 1. Richards and Munsters (2010) add that qualitative tourism research has
followed basically this typology of qualitative research, and has not gone beyond the third
phase.
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Table 1. The Historical Development of Qualitative Research
Period

Methodological Shift

Traditional Period (1900 to Objective account reflecting the positivist accounts
WWI)
Modernist

phase

(Post Familiarisation of qualitative methods, rigorous qualitative

WWII to 1970s)

studies of important social processes

Blurred Genres (1970-1986) Employment of wide range of paradigms, methods and
strategies
Crisis

of

Representation Search for new models of truth, method and representation.

(Mid 1980s)
Postmodern

period

of Making sense of crisis of representation through new

experimental ethnography compositions of ethnography and representations of the
(1994-2000)
Pre-experimental
(1995-2000)

and repressed
voices
Enquiry other
Experimentation
with
novel forms of expressing lived
experience including literary, poetic and autographical multi-

voiced conflict, methodological retrenchment
Methodological Contested Tension,
Period (2004-2005)
The future 2005—

Methodological

backlash

with

evidence-based

social

movement
Source: Denzin and Lincoln (2005).
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Traditional qualitative techniques include in-depth interviews, focus group
discussions, projective techniques and observation methods (Crang 1997; Eshun 2011;
Goeldner and Ritchie 2012; Hussey and Hussey 1997; Saunders et al. 2009; Yin 2009). Denzin
and Lincoln (1994) highlight major qualitative approaches such as case studies,
ethnography, participant observation, phenomenology, ethnomethodology, grounded
theory, biographical method, historical method, clinical method and participative enquiry.
These reflect post-modern arguments that critique traditional social science approaches.
Furthermore, there is some increasing innovation to the qualitative tradition inter alia
nethnography (net-based or online ethnography), investigative poetics (poetic analysis),
semiotics, critical humanism, performance ethnography and Foucault’s methodologies
(Cloke et al. 2004; Denzin and Lincoln 2005; Eshun 2011; Eshun et al. forthcoming; Mkono
2013; Prendergast et al. 2009; Sherry and Shoulten 2002). However, the call for alternative
approaches in tourism research is focused predominantly on data collection techniques at
the expense of data analysis techniques. Decrop (1999) also adds that qualitative
researchers often fail to explain how and why their methods are sound, which results in
confusion and misunderstanding. Eshun (2011) therefore argues that there is the need to
consider analysis techniques in the call for alternative methodologies. Towards addressing
this challenge, Eshun (2011) and Eshun and Madge (2012) for example, courageously built
on the works of Richardson (1994) and Furman et al (2007), to position poetry as an analysis
tool par excellence in tourism research in Africa. Similarly, Mkono (2012) used nethnography
in the data collection on a research on hospitality in Zimbabwe, but went further to show
clearly how thematic analysis can show cogently the eating experience of tourists to the
country. Wu and Pierce (2014) employed the same method to tease out Chinese
recreational vehicle tourists to Australia.
Furthermore, it is becoming increasingly apparent that the adoption of methodological
approaches in research is ineluctably intertwined with the issue of positionality (Eshun and
Madge, 2012). To Eshun (2011) issues of positionality of a researcher includes invariably the
financial status, institutional and educational affiliation, race and personal values of the
researcher among others. In Africa, an insider’s positionality is often an aggregation of
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factors such as economic status, educational level, age, gender, marital status and ethnicity
(Cloke et al. 2004; Eshun 2011).
According to Chereni (2014), the debates on positionality are couched in the 1960s
notions of researchers as being either emic or etic. Emic refers to a researcher who has
gained a personal and first-hand experience of a society. The emic researcher often shows
similar cultural makers (e.g. language, beliefs and attitudes) and somatic features (e.g. skin
colour and physiognomy). Etic denotes the opposite and refers to the viewpoint of a
researcher who lacks the lived experience of the culture and society under study (Cloke et
al. 2004; Crang 1997; Goeldner and Ritchie 2012; Yin 2009). As a consequence, the
discourses on the emic and etic dichotomy match the contemporary binary of insider and
outsider respectively.
To Eshun (2011), although there is sparse literature on positionality and its import in
tourism research in Africa, it deserves major attention since it influences researchers on the
methods they choose and even the analytical approaches they adopt. As a point in case,
during his doctoral research on pro-poor tourism in Ghana, the Ewe heritage of one of the
authors helped him to have relatively easy access to the Ewe respondents at the fieldwork
locations. As a consequence, positionality situates a researcher in the production of
knowledge by highlighting the capacities and incapacities, which might generate particular
insights or perspectives on phenomena and their context (Cloke et al. 2004; Eshun 2011;
Eshun and Madge 2012; Eshun and Madge forthcoming). Furthermore, in conducting this
research, the selection of the topic itself was prompted by the positionality of the authors as
lecturers in Ghana and also being involved in tourism research. The paper now proceeds to
address the methodological approach adopted with particular emphasis on methods of data
collection and analysis.

3. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
The data collection took place between January and March, 2015. The study used
purposive sampling to select seven lecturers with research focus on tourism from Kwame
Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (KNUST) and one from University of Ghana.
9
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Furthermore, 40 final year undergraduate students in tourism for the 2014/2015 academic
year from KNUST were selected. In total, 48 individuals were engaged in unstructured
interviews for the data collection. Anderson (2009, 202) notes purposive sampling is where
a sample of participants is chosen for their experience and perspectives relating to the
investigation. Also, Goeldner and Ritchie (2012) argue that interviews help researchers to
discover the ‘reasons’ behind the data collected. Two focus group discussions were also held
separately with the lecturers and undergraduate students. Guest et al. (2006) argue that
sample size in qualitative research is far outweighed by the importance of ‘saturation’ i.e.
the point where no differences in perceptions are identifiable in subsequent responses. The
interviews lasted less than 30 minutes and, with prior permission from the interviewees,
some of their responses were audio recorded. According to Creswell (2008), it takes about
four hours to transcribe a one hour interview. The major modules for the study were:
training of researchers and their import on research topic selection and methodological
choice; methods often used by researchers; perceptions on dis/advantages of qualitative
research and quantitative research; training in research methods; what informs the
method(s) used in research and why; challenges associated with using particular research
methods; challenges associated with using lesser-known methods; skills and talents of
researchers and positionality on choosing particular methods in social research.
Although the very politics of alternative methodologies tilts towards primary research,
documentary data may complement primary data towards a more eclectic and useful
research (Cloke et al. 2004; Crang 1997; Raghuram and Madge 2006). For example, Tantow
(2009) employed both primary and secondary data in his doctoral research to unpack how
governmental agencies have officially endorsed representations of heritage and tourism
policy guidelines in Singapore. Coterminous with the above-mentioned stance, the study
evaluated the methodological choices in dissertations submitted for the degree of Culture
and Tourism Programme between 2011 and 2015 at KNUST. This was to ascertain the type
of methods employed by student-researchers and also to detect changes in their
methodological choices through the years. This available secondary data was to add further
credence to the primary data collected for the study. In all, 257 dissertations were located
for assessment. In addition, the lecturers involved in the study, were asked to submit copies
10
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of their published articles from between 2011 to 2015 so as to ascertain their
methodological choices. A total of 41 articles were submitted by the selected lecturers for
assessment.
The study employed thematic analysis in identifying patterns of meaning and experience
in the collected qualitative data (Crang 1997; Dey 1993; Gupta and Levenburg 2010; Mkono
2011). In this study, the transcribed data from the unstructured interviews and focus group
discussions were read through several times to gain an overall perspective of the data. The
authors employed the emergent theme approach instead of the pre-set approach. The
authors did not find the use of the pre-set approach useful for this study. The pre-set
approach involves a researcher identifying a set of themes, often from literature reviewed
and then looking for data that agree or disagree with these pre-determined themes. This
approach may overlook unexpected themes that could possibly be an integral contribution
to the knowledge creation process. Dey (1993) explains that there is the need for a
qualitative researcher to be directly involved in the data to get himself or herself soaked in
the data to be able to unravel the multiple layers of meaning from the collected data.
Richardson (1994) re-emphasises that social research should not seek simply to “write
up” research (i.e. a mechanistic format akin to a plot summary) but as a creative production
of knowledge, an open strategy of discovery enacted through intuition that leads to
producing a holistic work cohering at multiple levels of meaning. As a result, the authors
employed the emergent theme approach, where the transcribed data were read through
several times to look for categories of themes that highlight recurrent patterns,
representing emergent themes on methodological choices (Cloke at al. 2004; Kusi 2012).
Next, the themes were then coded, which involved labelling the text to form descriptions in
the transcribed database. Subsequently, the related codes were then aggregated under the
dominant themes identified (Creswell 2008). These themes were then related to the study
question itself for more nuanced analysis (Cloke at al. 2004; Gupta and Levenburg 2010; Kusi
2012; Mkono 2013).
Our positionality as insider-researchers helped in our methodological approach to the
study in two main ways. First, being insider-researchers helped in having access to the
dissertations submitted to the various lecturers on the Tourism Programme at KNUST.
11
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Currently, the dissertations submitted to the University are not available online for
downloading. Secondly, our familiarity with the issues in the context of the research helped
us to infuse our own experiences and also to interpret the responses accurately. However,
there are assertions that insider-researchers are often tempted to precede their research
analysis with pre-conceived notions about the problems under investigation (Crang 1997;
Hussey and Hussey 1997; Saunders et al. 2009; Yin 2009). To overcome this temptation, the
authors approached the study with open minds and were willing to seek for clarifications
about issues during the data collection process. Ahmed (2004) cautions that qualitative
researchers must not take things for granted by teasing out the multiplicity of meanings
based on the collected data.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSSION
Through the thematic analysis of the primary data collected through the interviews
and focus group discussions, four main themes emerged. The results and discussion section
therefore presents these themes, and then intersperse and situate them within larger
discourses on methodological issues in social research, and more specifically tourism
research in Ghana and to some extent Africa.

4.1 External pressures on choice of methods of data collection and analysis
Spivak (1995) thus asks: “can the subaltern speak”, to re-echo how European theories
have been largely neglectful of non-Western articulations of realties and the uphill task
towards alternative approaches in undertaking research. Mroz (2010, 5) avers: “the
cornerstone of the academy is the liberty to pursue ideas and knowledge without
constraint”. However, academic institutions have ‘traditionalisms’, which may include use
of language, specific topics for theses, location of research, and orbit of research execution
that subtly demand adherence, and may trivialise ‘alternative epistemologies’ or saddle
them with difficulties in getting accepted and published in scholarly publications (Nagar
2002). Jazeel and McFarlane (2007,786) therefore indicate that social research still shows
12
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that “the only kinds of knowledge that are taken seriously are those that conform to EuroAmerican formats of writing, citation and history”.
Consequently, a researcher may be wrought with ambivalences as to whether to
address the ‘concerns’ of the research fully or conceal them under layers of academic icings,
characterised by fixations on what would be considered as ‘legitimate knowledge’ (Chilisa
2005; Eshun and Tagoe-Darko 2015; Mowforth and Munt 2003).

Indeed, academic

institutions in Africa to a large extent still promulgate Euro-centric ideas in research by way
of use of language, referencing style and presentation style, which subtly demand
adherence to what would be considered as ‘legitimate knowledge’ (Airhihenbuwa 2006;
Chilisa 2005; Raghuram and Madge 2006). In addition, international sponsors of tourism
research often accept research proposals that tout mainstream orthodoxies for
generalisable comparisons across different research locations (Eshun 2011; Goeldner and
Ritchie 2012; Serpell 1999). For example, Conservation International sponsored a five-year
research project in Kakum Conservation Area in Ghana, which involved over 30 different
research projects; however these were overly neopositivistic in perspective (Eshun 2011).
Indeed:
“While the desires of the individual researcher to make a particular intervention in a
certain set of academic debate will play a part in determining what gets written, a
larger factor will be the needs and the requirements of the funding bodies” (Cloke et al.
2004: 373).
The generalisable outcomes may include: visitor numbers, revenue size, market
segment size, hotel categories, fare structure, accommodation rates, and tourists’
purchasing power (Goeldner and Ritchie 2012; Yin 2009). Despite tourism being positioned
as an integral part of achieving sustainable development, research approaches still appear
overly top-down in approach in Africa (Airhihenbuwa 2006; Akama et al. 2011; Briggs and
Sharp 2004). Sayer (1999) adds emphatically that the very methods of research and
governance are not well suited to the challenges of sustainable development. Indeed, social
research in Africa is still solely conducted within departmental consuetudes that may
frustrate the advancement of useful scholarly work on sustainable development (Eshun and
13
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Madge 2012; Eshun and Tagoe-Darko 2015). This standpoint was eloquently elaborated on
by a respondent:
There is the need for cross-cutting research themes to help engender more interactions
among disciplines. This needs a proactive approach, where members should be
encouraged to participate. There should be an overt focus on research topics that all
the members in a group can contribute to; if not it will be a one horse-race,
masquerading as an interdisciplinary research or group (A Tourism Lecturer, Interview
transcripts 2015).
Furthermore, for student-researchers’ in Ghana, the major sub-themes under
external pressure include: supervisors dictating research topics, financial constraint, group
members’ influence (for group-based dissertations) and time available for research
execution. It is also worth adding that embarking on alternative approaches in Africa can
be a risky option, particularly for a student-researcher and less-established academics.
Currently, most external examiners and supervisors are conveniently attuned to
mainstream research methodologies. This is shown in the way that some supervisors
consciously or unconsciously usher their student-researchers into the same methodologies
they employed during their postgraduate studies. Hence, many lecturers and studentresearchers often choose mainstream research methodologies, with the anticipation that
their works will face the least critique from publishing houses and external assessors, and
for student-researchers’ from their supervisors. Despite the sometimes overt influence of
research supervisors, many are now publishing vigorously with their student-researchers.
This scenario contributes synergistically to supervisors’ publications, whilst studentresearchers also gain and hone their skills of publishing in journals.

4.2 Positionality, Technology and Alternative Approaches in Tourism Research
To Cloke et al. (2004) and Tribe (2005), positionality helps towards showing and abandoning
the god(dess)-trick in favour of a full disclosure of the researcher and his or her identity in a
wider societal hierarchy of power, status and influence. However, in contesting the insider
and outsider positionality, it is worth noticing that researchers in any culture are multi14
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situated, which demands avoiding homogenising positions that favour essentialist narratives
(Cloke et al. 2004; Eshun 2011; Lopez 1998; Lapum 2008; Yin 2009). For example, tourism
researchers trained in Ghana often show penchant for quantitative methodologies and
epistemologies (Eshun 2011). As insider-researchers, we have also realised that lecturers
trained in Britain often prefer qualitative approaches in their research, compared to those
trained in USA and Germany. However, those trained abroad who gain employment in
universities in Ghana, are subtly re-oriented towards the quantitative paradigm because of
its dominance within the universities. A tourism lecturer elaborates on this:
The predominance of quantitative research in Ghana is undeniable and sometimes
internecine to useful academic work. However, the untrammelled acceptance of this
paradigm compels a researcher to often focus on quantitative research paradigms. The
advent of SPSS as almost the default software for social research analysis, contributes
to researchers opting for research topics that they can easily engage in calculating and
generating frequencies, graphs, charts and testing hypotheses. There are few cases
where supervisors have asked their students to consult other colleagues who are more
familiar with certain qualitative methods. However, qualitative analysis is seen as
involving ‘thick descriptions’ which may seem obfuscating and may wane a researcher’s
confidence on the quality of a study (A Tourism Lecturer, Interview transcripts, 2015).
Another interesting issue, but often silent in discourses on positionality, is how
researchers do appropriate their talents in their research (cf. Ateljevic et al. 2009; Cloke et
al. 2004; Crang 1997; Eshun 2011; Kusi 2012; Yin 2009). To illuminate this point further, one
of the co- authors of this paper provides a personal insight:
Having performed some of my academically-focused poems in University of
Birmingham and University of Leicester, UK, the feedback convinced me that I could
leverage my skill and talent as a performing poet in my postgraduate research in
tourism. The encouragement and the constructive criticisms from my open-minded
supervisors at University of Leicester, led me to serious studies into poetic analysis
and its relevance in tourism, which became the ultimate novelty of the study (Author,
Personal Insight).
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A respondent also adds in a forthright statement:
I see myself as somebody with much interest in quantitative statistics and research; it
comes so naturally to me. If things are not in quantifiable categories, I find them
difficult to grasp. Sometimes some of my colleagues question my continual
quantitative approach to research. I feel that when it comes to research, it comes
very close to how we as researchers are gifted individually and how we often orient
the whole research process to follow our personal flair and interest (A Tourism
Lecturer, Interview transcripts 2015).

Kitchin and Tate (2001) stress that academics often choose methods based on their
natural gifting, as a result those who are ‘stato-phobic’ (dislike quantitative approaches)
are more likely to avoid quantitative approaches in their research, whilst those who like to
deal with figures will more often than not tilt towards quantitative research. Also,
technological change is going to increasingly impact on research. For example, in the early
1990s, Internet availability was very limited in Africa, however the power of the internet
with the portability of smart phones in the 21st Century are constantly changing the
research methods and techniques being used in tourism research (Eshun 2011; Goeldner
and Ritchie 2012; Sundberg 2014; Wu and Pierce 2014). Tourism Research Network
(TRINET) increasingly sees its members conducting various forms of online surveys.
Currently, Ghana has the fastest Internet speed in Africa, and most Ghanaian universities
have a bandwidth of approximately 155 Mbps (Nunoo and Anane-Antwi 2014).
Furthermore, Vodafone has set Internet Cafes on most of the university campuses in
Ghana to increase accessibility. The increasing Internet services on university campuses in
Africa has led to:
The establishment of Africa Journal Online (AJOL), a platform dedicated to improving
online visibility of and access to scholarly research of African-based academics, and
other online scholarly initiatives like HINARI…Provide platform for data accessibility
and visibility (Nunoo and Anane-Antwi 2014, 97).
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Nonetheless, Nunoo and Anane-Antwi (2014) suggest that the rate of bandwidth speed
is very slow in the continent despite most institutions having moved from dial-up to fibre or
satellite connection. In addition, social research from Africa is still largely showing old
references. The reasons for this are twofold. Firstly, most subscriptions to leading journals
could be accessed only at the main libraries of these universities, and lecturers often prefer
to have their own stock of academic references in their offices which may not be readily
updated (Eshun 2011). Secondly, there seems to be no strong objections from local or
continental publishing houses if majority of references in manuscripts are at least five years
old. As a consequence, African researchers are often referred to new sources of literature
during the peer review process of their manuscripts sent outside Africa.

4.3 Perceptions of knowledge from quantitative and qualitative research traditions
Social researchers in Africa, tend to see literature review often purely as an exercise to seek
for empirical evidence for the issue of comparison (Airhihenbuwa 2005). However,
Silverman (1999, 1) notes that ‘without theoretical considerations there is nothing to
research’. As researchers overlook critical evaluation of existing theoretical and
methodological literature on their chosen research topics, they often arrive hastily at
research objectives and questions.
Clough and Nutbrown (2002) introduced the term ‘Goldilocks test’ to help
researchers in choosing appropriate research projects namely ‘too big’, ‘too small’, ‘too hot’
and ‘just right’ research questions. Under the ‘too big’ scenario, the research will require too
many resources (e.g. financial and time) during the research process. Such a situation brings
with it inefficiency in executing the research. In direct contrast to the ‘too big’ scenario is the
‘too small’ situation, where the research seems insignificant and may lead to insufficient
outcomes. Some researchers may also select a topic which may be considered as ‘too hot’.
Under this scenario, the researcher may have to cross many ethical barriers and based on
the nature of the research, there is a possibility that the researcher will be insensitive to the
respondents. Clough and Nutbrown (2002) vouch for ‘just right’ research topic, which is the
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right investigation at this time for a researcher. As supervisors of student projects at the
undergraduate and postgraduate levels, we have seen series of revisions on their research
topics. A student-researcher gives her experience during the initial stages of her
undergraduate research project:
When I presented my topic to my supervisor, he asked me to consult further literature
on the chosen topic. I came back to him with another topic and he said it was a big
topic that was not appropriate at the undergraduate level. I later through his
guidance settled on a more appropriate topic. I feel our research method courses
show us more of the statistics than actually guiding us to the approaches in
undertaking appropriate topics for undergraduate research (An Undergraduate
Student, Interview transcripts 2015).

The respondents also hinted that employing quantitative methods allowed for a structured
process of data collection and analysis. Hussey and Hussey (1997) re-emphasise that
quantitative research is a more straightforward process for a new researcher. This
observation was eloquently re-echoed in the quote below:
Research method courses are overly anchored in quantitative methods which
culminate into correlational, regression analysis and other inferential statistics.
Students are made to feel the aplomb and legitimacy in running regression,
generating tables, charts and graphs. Indeed, students who do not state and test
hypotheses and carry out regression analysis are sometimes considered weak and
theses that do not employ inferential statistics analysis are considered not rigorous
and authors may suffer needlessly. Also, the seeming hesitance towards mathematics
among many students seems to accord students undertaking quantitative research
some level of respect among their colleagues over those undertaking qualitative
research (Lecturer, Interview transcripts 2015).
This notwithstanding, Chilisa (2005) challenges African researchers to contest
neopositivism, which with its nomothetic logic often fails to convey the subtleties of the
lived experiences of specifically local communities. As a consequence, many authors posit
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the raison d’être of alternative approaches in tourism research should contest how some
knowledge categories gain legitimacy at the expense of other forms of knowledge
(Airhihenbuwa 2006; Ateljevic et al. 2007; Bryce et al. 2015; Eshun 2011; Eshun and
Tagoe-Darko 2015; Jack and Westwood 2006; Tribe 2005). This stance will involve
critiquing why, how, where, which and what methodological wheel must move in a
particular research (Cloke et al. 2004; Goeldner and Ritchie 2012; Phillips 2005; Raghuram
and Madge 2006; Yin 2009). A student-researcher expresses her satisfaction on using a
lesser-known method in her research project:
When my supervisor suggested that based on my research objectives, I may need to
consider nethnography as part of the mixed-method design I have adopted, I was
diffident. However, further reading on nethnography revealed that it was really a
useful technique to examine customer satisfaction, and tripadvisor.com made this
very accessible to get data on a large sample of tourists on my study area. This
approach helped reduced time spent and the cost I would have borne with face-toface questionnaire administration and interviews (Focus Group Discussion Transcript,
2015).

Indeed, when one of the authors conceived the idea for this paper, he having already
published on alternative methodologies in tourism, realised that the best approach to
undertaking this research was through the qualitative paradigm. This is because there is less
research conducted on this topic, and also using this approach provided the opportunity for
the voices of the respondents to feature predominantly in the analysis. According to Yin
(2009), this adds credence to the knowledge creation process. Raghuram and Madge (2006)
stretch this stance further by suggesting vehemently that by letting a reader come face-toface with the lived experiences in qualitative research, it helps to erase the façade and
sometimes subtle chicanery of quantitative research through ‘re-living’ the experiences of
the respondents.
To authors Airhihenbuwa (2006), Chilisa (2005), Denzin and Lincoln (2005), Eshun
(2011), Eshun and Madge (2012), Raghuram and Madge (2006) and Sylvester (1999),
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qualitative research should seem appealing principally to Southern scholars because it
allows a wide range of voices to be heard and interpretations to be extracted. In fact, during
the drafts of this paper, the authors continually asked themselves whether the qualitative
approach for the study was most appropriate and with discussions with colleagues, the
qualitative approach was ultimately favoured.
The review of undergraduate dissertations and publications by lecturers from 2011 to
2015 also showed interesting outcomes. Of the total of 257 dissertations, 201(78.2 percent)
were purely quantitative and 56(21.8 percent) employed a mixed-method approach with
none using qualitative solely as a method. Similarly, of the 41 articles submitted by lecturers
selected for this study, 33(80.5 percent) could be classified as purely quantitative research,
with 5(12.2 percent) being mixed-method in approach and 3(7.3 percent) employing
qualitative method as a sole method. Almost all the researchers employed questionnaire as
the main tool for their data collection.
Chilisa (2005) therefore avers that at the core of quantitative research in Africa, is how
questionnaire assumes the position of an indispensable research tool. Eshun and TagoeDarko (2015) also re-echo strongly that questionnaire has become the ‘opium’ of social
research in Africa, which marginalises lesser-known methods of social research. Indeed, the
data from the focus group discussions showed why quantitative approach still seems to be
readily chosen as the methodological approach in Ghana, and to a large extent Africa (see
Table, 2).
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Table 2. Reasons for employing the two main Paradigms
Quantitative

Qualitative

Advantages

Advantages

Questionnaires are easy to administer

Empowers respondents as active

and reach larger sample size in relatively

members in the research process

shorter time

Potential for creating new types of

Relatively easy to analyse once the

knowledge

procedure is clear and understood

Promotion of local culture

There are readily available information

Opportunity for research to be

on quantitative analysis

embedded in the lived experiences of

The perception and entrenchment of it

respondents

being

Complement the growing qualitative

the

better

of

the

two

methodologies

literature on tourism

Posited as being more objective
Disadvantages
Quantitative

Disadvantages
research

may

make

Trivialisation of work due to pre-

research appear as a mechanistic and

dominance of neopositivism

pre-determined endeavour or exercise

Language and semantic preferences

Most of data collection and analysis

Open to different interpretations and

techniques seem to limit responses from

subjective assessments

respondents

May lead to relatively bulky work

Seems overly top-down in approach in

Some

research process

biases towards quantitative research

supervisors

and

assessors
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Low involvement of respondents

paradigms

Presents straight jacket approaches and

May take longer to analyse

their adoption by researchers
Source: Fieldwork study, 2015.
Goeldner and Ritchie (2012) provide the caveat that tourism is a multifaceted field, which
demands that a number of approaches to a particular project are weighed up, with each
approach geared towards addressing a different task or objective. Interestingly, there is
some encouraging research on tourism from Africa that employs mixed-methodologies
(Akama et al. 2011; Appiah 1991; Eshun 2011; Eshun 2014; Eshun and Tettey 2014; Eshun
and Tonto 2014; Owusu 2001; Shehab 2011).
Furthermore, inadequate funds for research continue to limit sustained crossfertilisation of ideas among African scholars compared to their counterparts elsewhere in
the world (Eshun 2011; Serpell 1999). For example, at the 2 nd World Research Tourism
Summit held in USA in 2013, only two researchers from West Africa were in attendance.
Currently, the main source of funding for research for academic staff in Ghanaian
universities is the Book and Research Allowance paid annually by the Government of Ghana.
Most universities in Ghana sponsor their staff based on availability of funds and with limited
external funding, their chances of getting acquainted with cutting edge approaches in
tourism research may be further narrowed.

4.4 Nexus of Industry, Society and Academia
Airhihenbuwa (2006) and Chikezie (2004) claim research in Africa fails to explore ways
that can communicate their usefulness to their targeted potential beneficiaries, principally
being the local communities. Briggs and Sharpe (2004) add that most research experiences
of the researched are used in the West, but without opening up the process to their
knowledge and explanations. Nagar (2002) notes that the academic process of promotion,
tenure and the role of credentialism in determining faculty advancement strongly
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emphasises the production of scholarly articles. This is shown in the way that often Northbased institutions put demand on their scholars to create quality theoretical works for
publications, hence the now ubiquitous warning of ‘Publish or Perish’ in academia (Eshun
2011; Nagar 2002). However, the continual demand by African institutions on their scholars
to publish and communicate solely through scholarly articles will be internecine as shown
lucidly below:
The ‘Publish or Perish’ motif is inextricably preoccupied with promotion. Often our
papers fail to contribute towards materialising what Ngugi Wa Thiong’o refers to as
decolonisation of the African mind. Quite clearly, we are focused on publishing to
promote ourselves, whilst failing languishingly to promote the well-being of our
surrounding communities and beyond (A Tourism Lecturer, Interview transcripts,
2015).

Especially for researchers living in Southern societies, Hollinshead (2004) explains
that their works often seem to be living a life of their own, without undergoing the critical
conceptualisation of ethnographic field research embedded within the material needs of the
respondents. Malinowski tasks researchers to consider the ‘imponderabilia of actual life’
(i.e. to consider their circadian needs and aspirations) of the respondents in their research
(O’Reilly 2005: 8). The question then is how tourism researchers in Africa tackle the
increasing disgruntlement among respondents mainly in local communities, who have the
perception that researchers are solely concerned with collecting data for academic purposes
disavowed from their day-to-day realities and commune bonum (Airhihenbuwa 2006; Eshun
and Madge 2012). Indeed, many authors have argued that besides the import of pure
research in social research, there is a more pressing onus on researchers especially from
Africa, to engage in problem-based research (Okolie 2003; Sylvester 1999; Tembo 2003;
Zeleza 2002).
In a similar vein, Echtner and Prasad (2003) project the argument that development
programs and research in Africa tend to exclude the lived experiences of the targets of
development. Augmenting this stance, Chikezie (2004) avers that the report ‘Our Common
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Interest’ on Africa’s development experience initiated by the then British Prime Minister
Tony Blair actually ‘marginalised, excluded and patronised those who were supposed to own
the process of shaping their own destiny’. Malinowski echoes the significance of grasping
the “‘natives’ point of view and their visions of their world” in social research (cited in
Stacey, 1969, 52).
Currently some residents, specifically in local communities in Ghana, show outright
refusal to participate in research or feign preoccupation with other activities so as to
dissuade researchers from asking for their participation (Eshun 2011). Additionally, it has
become a common practice for respondents to demand gifts for their participation from
researchers. This scenario unfortunately hinders the possibility, particularly for studentresearchers, to cut corners during the data collection process. A student-researcher
provides further emphasis on this scenario:
During my research on Bobiri Forest Reserve and Butterfly Sanctuary, I had to
virtually plead with the respondents to fill in the questionnaires. To them, soliciting
for information and data has become an annual ritual by students, with nothing to
show for in their communities. Sometimes I bought them books and ‘soboro’, a local
drink made from bissap (Hibiscus sabdariffa), to gain their attention to participate in
the research. This actually affected my budget and I was tempted sometimes to
reduce my sample size so as to reduce cost (An Undergraduate Student, Interview
transcripts, 2015).

Similarly, Airhihenbuwa (2006), Chilisa (2005), Eshun and Madge (2012) and Tembo
(2003) recount how academics in Africa are perceived by local communities as living in their
ivory towers and maintaining an adversarial relationship with their needs. This stance was
evident in a question raised by a respondent during one of the author’s doctoral fieldwork
at Boabeng-Fiema Monkey Sanctuary in Ghana:
“Our community has seen many Ghanaians and foreigners come here for ‘something’
connected with the monkeys, but when they leave we never see them again or what
they did with our responses?” (Eshun 2011, 239).
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Franklin and Crang (2001,6) also criticise succinctly that there is a tendency for tourism
researchers to follow a template in their research. Cloke et al. (2004, 374) add that “most
research projects are still carried out ‘on’ others rather than being done ‘for’ others”.
Although the claim of academics maintaining disavowal of their works with societal needs is
overly misguided, such an observation brings into sharp focus the relationship and
communication that academics maintain with the larger populace. Many African scholars
argue that despite the myriad socio-economic and environmental challenges in Africa,
research is often positioned solely to promulgate ideas minus the urgency for addressing
the nexus of research, society and industry on the continent (Akama et al. 2011; Hollinshead
2004; Mowforth and Munt 2003).
Indeed, the push for publishing among researchers particularly in the universities and
having works being cited is not an end in itself. Whilst respecting the import of pure
research, the sole preoccupation of publication for academic promotion remains a
counterproductive and sometimes dangerous endeavour. Zeleza (2002, 9) posits that
African social scientists continue to ‘romanticise’ African realities and conversing with each
other through journals and conferences, often disavowed from local community material
needs. For example, researchers are still only concerned with sending bound copies of their
works to local institutions, albeit the majority of local residents in Africa are illiterate in most
of the Northern languages (Eshun 2011; Tembo 2003).
The foregoing observations demand that researchers and their institutions must seek to
partner diverse stakeholders connected with tourism such as the Ghana Tourism Authority
(GTA), Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Creative Art, Ministry of Agriculture (MOFA), Nature
Conservation Research Centre, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Ghana Tourism
Federation (GHATOF) and Forestry Commission among others to coordinate efforts in
identifying the significant gaps in tourism research in the country. The gaps identified
through the collaborative effort should be embedded in the material struggle of the
country. Consequently, when prospective researchers take on board some of the research
needs identified, researchers may be contributing concurrently to the visions of Ghana for
sustainable development. Put differently, although a research project may be about
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satisfying an academic requirement, tourism research in Ghana should be embedded within
the pursuit of developmental and environmental aims. Anyidoho (2003) also elucidates on
this:
“As long as we (Africans) cannot bring our knowledge home and share it with our
people in such a way as to lead to some general transformation in the material
conditions… for as long as we are unable to build our new knowledge from…the
foundations of knowledge our own cultural systems, we may be engaged in nothing
more than game of betrayal and of self-delusion, the dangerous and possibly suicidal
game of language and the “politricks” of knowledge” (Anyidoho 2003, 10, Bracketed
information added).

It is against this backdrop, that a lecturer from University of Cape Coast has leveraged his
research on stingless bees to set up an International Stingless Bee Centre. This Centre is now
attracting agro-ecotourists to learn about these species as well as giving them the
opportunity to purchase organic honey produced on site. Similarly, the executive director of
Nature Conservation Research Centre, transcended from a conservationist to initiate
community-based ecotourism in Ghana. In addition, a lecturer at KNUST, has set up Centre
for Tourism Research-Ghana (CTR-GH) to help towards abridging the needs of academia,
industry and society. Thus these examples, and many centres and research consortia which
are springing up in Ghana, accentuate the drive on how academics can help pragmatically to
address the nexus of academia, society and industry.

5. CONCLUSION
Although there is increasing research attention on methods in social research
(Airhihenbuwa 2006; Chilisa 2006; Cloke et al. 2004; Decrop 1999; Eshun and Madge 2012;
Eshun and Tagoe-Darko 2015; Eshun and Madge forthcoming; Jack and Westwood 2006;
Kwansah-Aidoo 2001; Raghuram and Madge 2006), there is less research attention on issues
of methodological choices among researchers. As a consequence, this paper seeks to fill this
overt knowledge gap in Ghana and to some extent Africa, by exploring the overarching
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reasons that prompt researchers to particular methodological traditions and choices in
tourism research. Also, the paper stresses the challenges of using alternative or lesserknown methodological approaches in tourism research in Ghana and to some extent Africa.
Through thematic analysis, this paper shows four themes that underpin the reasons for
researchers choosing particular approaches in their works inter alia external pressures on
choice of methods’, ‘issues of positionality, technology and alternative approaches’,
‘perceptions of knowledge on quantitative and qualitative research traditions’, and ‘nexus of
industry, society and academia’.
The paper adds to the relentless arguments that the dominance of quantitative
methodologies in tourism research especially in the Southern countries should heed the call
for interpretivistic epistemologies and methodologies employing qualitative methods in
terms of data collection and analysis (Ateljevic et al. 2007; Eshun and Tagoe-Darko 2015;
Tribe 2005). This notwithstanding, Eshun (2011, 73) stresses that it is worth recognising
“that the calls for tourism research to be embedded in interpretivism and the mere
numbers of qualitative research do not, however, accord them a priori resistance to
positivism”. Consequently, the proclivity for interpretivistic approaches in tourism research
as touted in this paper, does not in any way obliterate the need for appropriating the
strengths of both qualitative and quantitative approaches in a particular research (Eshun
and Madge 2012; Jazeel and McFarlane 2007; Zeleza 2002). Many authors have argued that
researchers should think beyond the myopic quantitative-qualitative divide when it comes
to addressing a suitable methodology for their research (Cloke et al. 2004; Tembo 2003;
Tribe 2005). In fact, appropriating both theoretical and methodological triangulation in
tourism research will help to engender a balanced focus on the use of numerical
information combined with appropriate application of qualitative approaches (Decrop
1999).
Eshun (2011) argues that most African researchers still fetishise ‘methods’ at the
expense of methodologies embedded in anti- and neocolonist politics—which contributes to
the replication of the misrepresentations of Africans and their ways of knowing as being
incapable of solving their own problems—therefore external solutions must arrive deux ex
machina (cf. Airhihenbuwa 2006; Andreasson 2005). Thus in the final analysis, the paper
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argues that the call to alternative approaches in tourism research in Africa should not
overlook the need for bringing positive transformations, principally at the local community
level on the continent. As Milazi (1996, 45) rightly observes: ‘Africa’s research on
sustainable development should be guided by what is necessary and what is possible and
what it will cost in financial terms, in institutional terms, and in terms of shared social
responsibility towards achieving biodiversity conservation and rural community
development’.
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The Impacts and Challenges of the Ghana
School Feeding Programme as a Social
Protection Tool
Esmeranda Manful, Eric Henry Yeboah, and Eric Owusu, Bempah

Abstract
In 2005, Ghana adopted the School Feeding Programme as one of the social intervention
strategies to ensure that pupils in poor communities have access to education by removing
the barriers of hunger. However, only selected schools in poorer communities benefit from
such meals which results in a divide of schools that are beneficiaries of the feeding
programme and others that are not; this is irrespective of the fact that they are all classified
as poor in the community. Using a qualitative research design, this study explored the views
of teachers from six beneficiary schools and six non-beneficiary schools, in Sekyere Kumawu
District in the Ashanti Region, on whether the School Feeding Programme has met its goals.
Themes that emerged from the interview data suggest that the School Feeding Programme
has achieved some gains for beneficiary schools but it has also resulted in inequality and
injustice within the communities, especially for those pupils that attend non-beneficiary
schools. The study recommends that the government should not stretch itself too thin in its
implementation of the school feeding programme nationwide, but to instead focus on fewer
communities to ensure that in each poor community,all State owned schools are
beneficiaries or encourage civil societies and charities to complement its efforts in providing
in-school meals.

Keywords: School Feeding Programme, Ghana, social transfer, poverty reduction, children.
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Introduction
The School Feeding Programme (SFP) has been identified as one of the most significant
social intervention programmes to ensure access to education for all. The burdens of
hunger, malnutrition and ill-health on school age children are major constraints in achieving
the Education for All policy and the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) on education as
identified by the World Food Programme in 2006 (WFP 2006). Also, according to Pollitt et
al. (1996), the irregular school attendance of malnourished and unhealthy children is one of
the key factors resulting in poor performance; including short-term hunger, which is more
common in children who are not fed before going to school. These have an adverse effect
on learning as children who are hungry have more difficulty concentrating and performing
complex tasks (Grantham-McGregor et al. 1998). The SFP intervention, a social policy
strategy to ensure equality for all citizens, can best be described as an example of social
transfer under the Social Protection Strategy (SPS). However, in some instances other
factors inhibit the quest for equality and rather widen the gap amongst the poor. In Ghana,
the SFP was adopted as a means of ensuring that the poor will have access to education by
eradicating hunger for pupils in identified poor districts and communities. Yet, not all
children in the identified communities benefit from the SFP due to the programmers’ lack of
universal coverage of deprived schools. This paper discusses findings from a qualitative
study conducted in Sekyere Kumawu District, which is one of the most deprived districts in
Ghana that benefits from the SFP, to examine whether the School Feeding Programme has
met its goals of ensuring high enrolment and retention of pupils.

Social Protection in Ghana
Ghana’s developmental agenda has always included aspects to improve the standard of
living of its populace but these good intentions have been hampered by political instability
among others (Aryeetey and Goldstein 2000). However, for the past 23 years, the country
has enjoyed political stability with the reintroduction of democracy. Since the mid-nineties,
Ghana has made steady progress in reducing poverty by more than 50% through the
implementation of poverty reduction strategies. The Ghana Poverty Reduction Strategy
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(GPRS) I (2003- 2005) had particular social interventions for the vulnerable and the socially
excluded. The Growth and Poverty Reduction Strategy (GPRS) II (2006 – 2009) built on the
gains of GPRS I, which focused on the growth and achieving of middle income status. The
Ghana Shared Growth and Development Agenda GSGDA (2010 - 2013) also aimed at
accelerating the growth of the economy and in raising the living standards of Ghanaians.
These strategies have had significant achievements; the overall percentage of the
Ghanaian population defined as poor declined from almost 51.7% in 1992 to 24.2% in 2013
as a result of the positive economic performance.

However, an estimated 8.4% of

Ghanaians are considered to remain in extreme poverty (Ghana Statistical Service 2014). In
2006, the geographical disparity of poverty indicated that five out of ten regions in Ghana
had more than 40% of their population living in poverty and the worst affected being the
three northern regions, the Upper East, Upper West and Northern Regions, where the
poverty rate stood at roughly60%, well over double that of the South (Ghana Statistical
Service 2007). Poverty decreased by about 17% in urban areas and by 24% in rural areas,
although no statistics exist on how many people in the country have been weaned out of
poverty and how many still remain below the poverty line (Ghana Statistical Service 2014).
The growth and poverty reduction rates are one of the best achieved in all of sub-Saharan
Africa (UNDP and NDPC 2010; SOS-Ghana 2015) . Yet some vulnerable groups of the
Ghanaian society have seen their poverty increase rather than decrease, especially for
women and food crop farmers; also food crop farmers actually represent the group with the
highest incidence of poverty at 59% (UNDP and NDPC 2010). As a result, several social
intervention programmes, including the Livelihood Empowerment Against Poverty,
Capitation Grant and School Feeding Programme, have been implemented with the aim of
alleviating poverty among the vulnerable population (Abebrese 2011).

Types of School Meals
In general, school feeding programmes come in one of two basic types, which are “school
meals”, and “take-home rations”. School meals mostly referred to as on-site school meals
or snacks is a feeding programme whereby the children are fed in school and it is generally
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used to support access to education and enhance learning by reducing short-term hunger;
and in the case of fortified foods by improving the nutritional status of children. Primarily, it
seeks to address short-term hunger by providing meals or snacks during each school day to
allow pupils to perform better and make them less likely to drop out from school.
Historically, on-site meals have been the most popular modality of school feeding
interventions with four main options: breakfast, mid-morning snack, lunch, and dinner (only
for boarding schools.) The timing and nature of the meal depends on the length of the
school day, the local customs, availability of trained cooks and a kitchen, clean water and
many other factors (Gelli 2010).
Take-Home Rations (THRs) is a service whereby families are given food to compensate for
their children’s attendance if they attend school for a number of days. The THR’s main
objectives, implemented in 1999, are to enhance girls’ school enrolment and retention, and
to reduce dropout rates in primary schools (Edstrom 2008). It is conditional to attendance
and generally used to provide the motivation to support access to education. THRs are
intended to address the consumption needs of the pupil’s entire family while developing the
human capital of children as well by transferring food to the family conditionally upon
school enrolment and attendance, primarily through the income transfer effect.

This

transfer is an entitlement that enables poor families to release children from household
obligations so that they can go to school to gain access to food that can be used to feed
other family members, or to sell the food for cash to buy other needed goods (Gelli 2010).

School meals in Ghana
In Ghana the issue of school feeding is not different from other parts of the world.
According to the Ghana Living Standard Survey (GLSS) 2000 report, the three northern
regions of Ghana namely, Northern, Upper East and Upper West have the lowest school
enrolment (Gross Enrolment Ratio of 65%) in 1998 and attendance rates of pupils of school
going age in the country with poor completion rates for the few who get enrolled (Ghana
Statistical Service 2003). Also within these three regions, the possibility that a child enrolled
will complete primary school is barely 50% compared to a national average of over 74% due
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to chronic poverty (Ghana Statistical Service 2003). Therefore, the Catholic Relief Services
has since 1997, through USAID PL480 Title II resources, targeted these regions in a quest to
increase enrolment and attendance especially for girls, sensitize rural communities and
build their capacities to support their schools and assist communities to provide
accommodation for schools without shelter through school feeding programmes
(Development Alternatives International 2001). The feeding program benefits children in
the primary schools as well as those in kindergarten. Each child in a programme school is
entitled one hot lunch per school day and the girls who are able to make a monthly
attendance of 85% or more are given a THR. Additionally, the mothers of girls’ have a role
to play by ensuring regular and punctual attendance of their daughters and to go to the
school to collect the ration when their daughters qualify. Thus, school meals have been
used to enrol and retain school children in these regions.

The Ghana School Feeding Program
The Government of Ghana initiated the School Feeding Programme (SFP) in 2005, in
collaboration with the Dutch Government.

The Comprehensive African Agriculture

Development Programme (CAADP) Pillar 3 of the New Partnership inspired the programme
for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) and the recommendations of the UN Millennium Task
Force on Hunger. Its long-term goal is to contribute in reducing poverty and enhancing food
security in Ghana.

Its objectives include the boosting of domestic food production;

increasing school enrolment, attendance and retention among kindergarten and primary
school children, and reducing hunger and malnutrition, thus contributing to the
achievement of the Millennium Development Goals. The Government’s strategy to achieve
its objective of increasing school enrolment, attendance and retention among kindergarten
and primary school children is to provide meals daily, on school days, to children in these
State run schools (SEND 2010).

The SFP began on a pilot scheme with 10 schools, drawn from each region of the country.
It was expanded to 200 schools covering 69,000 pupils in all 138 districts in 2006 and further
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to 598 schools with a total population of 234,800 pupils in that same year. As of December
2013, the SFP covered 3,500 beneficiary schools representing 1,040,000 pupils, thus
covering just 22% of all primary and kindergarten pupils across the country. Nevertheless,
the coverage is not holistic in deprived areas as some schools do not benefit from the
school-feeding programme.

Study area and methods
Ghana can best be described as a youthful country; it has an estimated population of 24.4
million of which 45% is below the age of 18 years (Ghana Statistical Service 2014). This
study was conducted in Sekyere Kumawu District in the Ashanti region of Ghana. The
Sekyere Kumawu District, with Kumawu as its district capital, has 106 communities and
hamlets; it is one of the most deprived districts in Ghana. The entire educational district of
Sekyere Kumawu is divided into five circuits with Kumawu Circuit having the highest number
of schools.
The study focused on State owned kindergarten and primary schools with specific
attention on the beneficiary schools of the school feeding programme and the nonbeneficiary schools of the feeding programme. The study selected participants from six
beneficiary schools and another from six non-beneficiary schools from all the five circuits.
The eligibility criterion for participation of research participants was that each individual
should have been a teacher for more than two years in the district.
Twenty teachers participated in the study, comprised of 11 females and nine males. The
ages ranged between 21 – 50 years, with the majority of teachers within the age group of
31-35; only one teacher was within the age group of 46-50. All the research participants
interviewed were trained teachers.
Each of the 20 teachers participated in a 30-minute in-depth interview held at their
convenience, with the majority during their lunch breaks. The teachers responded to
questions in relation to the SFP, pupils’ enrolment and retention. All the interviews were
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audio recorded and later transcribed. Thematic analysis was the method used to identify
emerging themes from the interview data.

Findings
The interview data revealed that the responses from the teachers in the study varied
according to whether the school benefitted from SFP or not.

Type of school meals
Participants were asked which type of school meals they would prefer for the pupils.
Almost all of the teachers mentioned the “On-Site Meals” should be used with breakfast as
the preferred option. One teacher commented;
‘I think the pupils having breakfast here in the school will be the best option because
we’ll all be assured that they have actually eaten’. P4

The response by the research participants concerning the type and option of feeding
programme was well informed as according to the World Food Programme, providing
school meals, especially breakfasts, can play a critical role in ensuring that children can learn
(WFP 2001).

Also, having the pupils eat whilst on the school premise was deemed

appropriate by the teachers because then they could monitor their food intake and avoid
instances where parents might fail to provide them with meals.

Benefits of School Feeding Programme
The goals of SFP included the retention and improved academic performance of pupils in
Sekyere Kumawu. This study revealed that pupils in Sekyere Kumawu who attended schools
that benefitted from the SFP exhibited such changes. One teacher remarked:
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‘Since the inception of the programme we’ve had fewer dropout rates’ P11
There were also views, which suggested that the academic performance of students was
improving, as one teacher stated;
‘Pupils are more attentive in class, they show more comprehension of subject taught’ P16
This finding is line with the GSFP (2015) report that the introduction of the SFP in
deprived schools is achieving the aim of ensuring that children in deprived and poor
communities enrolment and retention rates are improved. Also, research participants were
asked to share their views on whether the SFP programme should be introduced in all State
run schools in the District. All the 20 participants said that the school-feeding programme
must be extended to the non-beneficiary schools. The participants argued that it increases
enrolment and academic performance, reduce hunger, allow pupils to learn and ensure that
all children enrol and complete their basic education. This is indicative of the success stories
of schools that are benefitting from the scheme, but in the same community other children
are not lucky, thus the SFP needs to be expanded to cover all State schools in the district.

‘Inequality’ and ‘Injustice’ as possible outcomes
The interview data also revealed that within the district some teachers had the view that
the SFP resulted in inequality. The findings indicated that there was an increase in retention
rates among pupils of the beneficiary schools, which was contrary to what pertained in the
non-beneficiary schools. Further, the interview data revealed that pupils in the beneficiary
schools stayed in school till closing, they were able to progress through the stages of
primary education with a completion rate of 30% higher than the non-beneficiary schools,
and the incidence of dropout among the beneficiary schools was also very low. On the
other hand, findings from the study showed that pupils in the non-beneficiary schools were
characterised by truancy, low completion (more than half of the pupils in primary schools
failed to complete) and high incidence of dropouts which the teachers stated were as a
result of hunger and poverty. When research participants were asked of the retention level
of pupils, all the teachers in the beneficiary schools mentioned that retention rates have
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improved. On the other hand teachers in non-beneficiary schools had the opinion that the
pupils in their respective schools are disadvantaged because they do not benefit from the
in-school meals. One teacher from a non-beneficiary school remarked;
‘We are losing some of our pupils to the beneficiary schools as in those schools the
meals motivated children to attend classes on daily basis’. P2
Another also stated:
‘In the same community providing meals for one group and leaving the other
produces different classes of pupils’ P6

The SFP was adopted as an intervention strategy to reduce the inequality gap between
the rich and the poor in relation to access to education. However, from this study it appears
that it could also be creating another inequality gap between the poor.

‘Injustice’
A number of the teachers, from both beneficiary and non-beneficiary schools, also held
the opinion that the SFP creates injustice in the district; a statement from one teacher from
a non-beneficiary school sums their comments:
‘There is some form of injustice. Aren’t all pupils here entitled to the government
purse? Why are some poor benefitting and others are not?’ P4
The reason for this trend as obtained from the study was that pupils left the nonbeneficiary schools to the beneficiary schools in order to benefit from the school feeding
programme; a situation, which was confirmed by all the participants from non-beneficiary
schools who said that there was a decrease in the enrolment rates in such schools.
Therefore, the situation is an attestation to the fact that the social intervention of a feeding
programme in one school (beneficiary) has adverse enrolment effect on the other school
(non-beneficiary) when implemented within the same community.
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Discussion
Social protection as a safety net in the district studied appears to be for those who are
lucky to be in a selected school. This should not be the case, vulnerability has to be tackled
holistically amongst the poor, as addressing one disadvantaged group’s circumstances and
abandoning another’s rather increases the vulnerability of the entire group. For instance,
the probability of those not benefiting from the school feeding programme and proceeding
to drop out of school is much higher than those in beneficiary schools but as they live in the
same community they might influence their peers to follow suit.
Also, this study reveals that the increase in retention of pupils in State run schools in
Sekyere Kumawu District benefitting from SFP could be the reason why the non-beneficiary
schools are losing their students. Hence, to avoid social injustice in communities where
there is deprivation, programme implementers must include all the State run schools and
not be selective, as using the successes of beneficiary schools hides the challenges of those
who are not benefitting in the same community. The findings also suggest that the SFP has
been stretched too thin in the district studied.

Hence, it will be more effective for

programme implementers to select fewer districts to ensure all State run schools benefit
from the SFP in each respective selected district. This then might ensure total retention
rates for all the schools in the selected districts.
However, it is obvious that the government’s inability to expand the programme to all
schools in deprived communities is as a result of inadequate funding to meet the
operational cost. Yet social protection is not the sole responsibility of government, as civil
societies and charities are also partners in ensuring that no child is disadvantaged due to
poverty. Therefore, the government should encourage other charities and civil society
groups at the district level to provide in-school meals in the non-beneficiary but eligible
schools in the deprived communities. Prior to the government funded SFP, other agencies
were providing in-school meals, and these initiatives should be encouraged nationwide in all
deprived communities where NGO’s, churches, traditional groups and philanthropists
among others complement government’s efforts to provide every school going child inschool meals.
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Conclusion
The findings from this study are indicative that the beneficiary schools of the SFP have
different perceptions from teachers in schools that were not benefitting. The main goal of
the SFP is to bridge the inequality gap; however it is possible that in poor communities, the
programme design is rather creating another inequality gap between the poor. Thus, the
social transfer intervention for reducing poverty if not applied holistically might render it
ineffective in eradicating inequality in Ghana. Therefore, to ensure that the poverty needs
are being addressed in Ghana, the social interventions must be extended to the whole
community. The strategy for implementing the SFP therefore needs to be changed. All State run
schools in selected deprived communities have to benefit from the SFP, instead of the
government sparsely spreading the programme around the country; civil societies and
charities must be encouraged to complement government efforts in order for the children
to succeed.
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True and False Prophets/esses in the Light of
Prophets/esses and Wonders in Zimbabwe
Nyasha Madzokere and Francis Machingura

Abstract
The question of making a distinction between true and false prophets/esses has been
controversial for a long time. This is despite the fact that, prophets/esses in the Ancient Near
East (ANE), Israel, Palestine, during Jesus’ time and contemporary Zimbabwe are associated
with the performance of wonders/miracles. Should the performance of miracles on its own,
as in the case of Zimbabwean prophets/esses, be regarded as a sign of true prophecy?
Zimbabwe has of late witnessed an upsurge of prophets/esses claiming to speak for God,
and their wondrous miracles daily appear in both electronic and print media. This article
attempts to qualitatively investigate the manifestation of prophecy in Zimbabwe against the
controversially set biblical criteria to distinguish true from false prophets/esses.

Keywords: African Religion, Zimbabwe, Contemporary Prophets/esses, Biblical History.

Introduction
Whenever there is discussion on prophecy, people often tend to focus more on either its
origin, history, genealogy or relating prophecy to the surrounding nations of the time. This
could be as a result of various factors as noted by M. Nissinen that, “the prophetic literature
of the Hebrew Bible is the result of centuries of selecting, editing and interpreting thereby
giving a partial and somewhat distorted view of the phenomenon of prophecy”.1 J.
Blenkinsopp rightly argues that, “the important questions, however, have to do not with
origins, but with the development of prophecy”.2 A. Catastini adds that:

1

Martti Nissinen, “The Socio-religious Role of the Neo-Assyrian Prophets”, Prophecy in its Ancient Near Eastern
Context: Mesopotamian, Biblical, and Arabian Perspective (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2000), 89114.
2
Joseph Blenkinsopp, A History of Prophecy in Israel (Louisville, 1996), 46.
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Biblical prophecy is the result of a long tradition and of a deeply ideological
elaboration, often realized many centuries afterwards whereby what we call “biblical
prophecy” is in fact a great deal of phenomena, with different natures, different forms,
through different periods and in different geographical and social backgrounds.3
For Bastard, Biblical history and Israelite history are two different things where through
the Old Testament; we are able to study Biblical prophecy, which is surely not exactly the
same thing as Israelite prophecy.4 Israelite prophecy has developed with time and adapted
to the different contexts. In this paper, we are interested in prophecy as portrayed in the
Bible and it’s understanding in contemporary Zimbabwe. The understanding of prophecy in
the Ancient Near East, Ancient Israel, and Palestine during Jesus’ time and the
contemporary situation in Zimbabwe has received mixed reactions and varied views. Due to
the controversial nature of prophecy in the various contexts and of special mention, the
Jewish tradition where both true and false prophets operated, a decision was reached to
solve such a dilemma by developing the following criteria that distinguished true from false
prophecy, for example, the call of a prophet, ecstasy, professionalism, performance of
miracles, prediction and fulfilment, blind nationalism against realism, morality and the
teaching of obedience. Prophetic conflicts have been part and parcel of the Israelite society
as far back as when prophecy appeared, although the problem became clearer at the end of
the Judean kingdom in the sixth century BCE.5 This culminated from an environment where
several prophets/esses operated, all claiming to receive revelation from Yahweh, yet the
words and actions were often contradicted.6 The society was therefore circumstantially
pushed to make a decision as to which prophet/ess was to be regarded as true or false.
Prophetic conflicts were not an ultimately new concept when one reads certain biblical
prophetic narratives. The Deuteronomist historians/editors (Deut 13:1-5; 18:15-22),
Jeremiah (23:9-22) and Ezekiel (13) have tried to proffer some criteria to be taken when
distinguishing true from false prophets/esses. In fact, the Deuteronomist historian provides
us with a window into the challenges that were faced by the society of Judah in trying to
3

A. Catastini, “Old Babylonian Prophecy between the Oral and the Written” (JNSL 24, 1998), 54-70.
Hermann Bastard, “Compare necess est? Ancient Israelite and Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy in a
Comparative Perspective”, in Prophecy in its Ancient Near Eastern Context: Mesopotamian, Biblical and
Arabian Perspectives (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2000), 3-11.
5
Lovemore Togarasei, Old Testament Studies-Module BRST 203 (Harare: Zimbabwe Open University, 2011), 94.
6
Ibid.
4
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separate false from true prophets/esses. There are some particularly interesting prophetic
biblical incidences to consider in our discussion. Firstly, in 1 Kings 18:20 ff, there was a clash
at Mount Horeb/Sinai between Elijah and the four hundred Baal prophets.7 Secondly, in 1
Kings 22:1ff, there was a clash between Micah ben Imlah and Zedekiah ben Chenainah. 8
Thirdly, in Jeremiah 28:1ff, there was a clash between Jeremiah ben Hilkiah and Hananiah
ben Azzur.9 In all the textual evidences, both prophets claimed to be messengers of Yahweh,
although their actions and messages contradicted one another.

It is in such experiences or circumstances that communities of faith would consult the set
criteria to make a distinction between true and false prophets/esses. The two critical
questions are: who was a true or false prophet? How do we distinguish a true from a false
prophet/ess? As a result, various criteria are going to be examined to establish whether
modern-day Pentecostal prophets/esses match the tag of true prophets/esses as portrayed
in the Bible.

True or false! Criteria for the distinction of terms
Two preliminary remarks are crucial to mention as one venture into the discussion on the
criteria. The criteria are not explicitly spelt out in the Tanak (Hebrew Bible), and there is
heterogeneity in the usage of terms in different scholarly works. 10 The criteria of distinction
between true and false prophecy include its call, ecstasy, professionalism, miracles,
prediction and fulfilment, blind nationalism versus realism, morality and teaching obedience
to Yahweh.11

7

David Bishau and Christopher Mazodze, Old Testament Prophecy: A Guide to Theories on the Origins of
Israelite Prophecy and the Pre-canonical Prophets (Harare: Lleemon, 2010), 50.
8
Henry Mckeating, Studying the Old Testament (London: Epworth, 1979), 75.
9

Daniel Hays, The Message of the Prophets: A Survey of the Prophetic and Apocalyptic Books of the Old
Testament (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2010), 25.
10
Musa Wenkosi Dube, ‘The Prophetic Method in the New Testament’ in HIV/AIDS and the Curriculum
(Geneva: WCC, 2003), 45.
11
David Bishau and Christopher Mazodze, Old Testament Prophecy, 50.
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Robert Wilson observed that, throughout the centuries the biblical prophets/esses have
served as models with which other types of religious specialists have been compared. For
him, anthropologists seldom made reference to the word “prophet/ess” in their writings
because of two reasons: Firstly, when the title “prophet/ess” is given to contemporary
figures, a comparison with the biblical prophets/esses is virtually inevitable.12 The
anthropologists usually seek to avoid this sort of comparison because of the danger in
distorting the understanding of the contemporary figures by forcing them into the classical
prophetic biblical mould. Secondly, the English word “prophet” is ambiguous, when it is
seen against its biblical background. The word “prophet” comes from the Greek word
prophetes, an agent-noun which appears in classical Greek texts as early as the fifth century
B.C.E.13 The prophetes in this case seems to have taken a mediating role between the people
and the gods.

The prophetes was later understood to mean one whom “speaks of the future”, or one
who “speaks before” events actually take place.14 The earliest descriptions of the activities
of the prophetes thus retain a certain ambiguity, which recurs as one analyses the role of
the diviner and medium respectively. The ambiguity in usage of the term prophetes in the
classical Greek extends to its usage in the Septuagint-the Hebrew translation into the Greek
for the consistent rendering of the Hebrew word nabi, most common prophetic title used in
the Hebrew text. Unfortunately, the title nabi itself indicates very little about the tenets of
the figures to which it was applied, and so the definition of prophecy should not only be
modelled on the Biblical evidence. This is made complex by the etymology of the word nabi,
which is shrouded with uncertainty, either having a passive or active meaning. This was
further complicated by the interchangeable usage of the term to mean roeh and hozeh. In
light of the difficulties associated with the word prophetes and its English derivative
“prophet”; it is prudent for this study to come up with a working definition of the term
“prophet”. A prophet/ess means someone who is identified as a religious figure or sacred
practitioner who receives a special call from the deity (Yahweh/God) to speak the message
to the people. Therefore, a prophet/ess is one who communicates the divine will. He or she
12

Robert Wilson, Prophecy and Society in Ancient Israel (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980), 33-34.
David Bishau and Christopher Mazodze, Old Testament Prophecy, 50.
14
Ibid.
13
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acts as a bridge between Yahweh/God and the people; similarly to the role of a
middleman/woman (sadombo) in a marriage ritual in the contemporary Shona culture in
Zimbabwe.15 A prophet/ess facilitates that communication of the divine will to the people.

The Call of the Prophet/ess
One key criterion, which determined whether a prophet was true or false, was a call of a
prophet/ess. The definite prophetic call was one of the most distinguishing tenets between
true and false prophets/esses. If a prophet/ess was not called by Yahweh to prophesy, then
such an individual was considered false. For the Deuteronomist historian (Deut 13:1-6), a
true prophet/ess was supposed to speak or predict in the name of Yahweh. 16 A call was an
emblem of a person who has a prophetic gift and prophetic authority. So, in this regard, a
call was that which legitimated a prophet’s/ess’ claim to authority. The call pre-supposed
that Yahweh called a prophet/ess to perform the duty as per mandate and so any
prophet/ess who spoke in the name of another god or gods was then declared false. The
criterion is questioned when all the prophets/esses claim to speak for Yahweh yet deliver
contradictory messages. The prophet/ess derived prophetic power and authority from
Yahweh, the source of all revelation and inspiration. The call of the prophet/ess was central
to determine whether a prophet/ess was to be regarded true or false. However, there was a
scholarly jigsaw puzzle on the nature of a typical call narrative of both pre-canonical and
canonical prophets in the Old Testament as they are typically heterogeneous.

There is a trend with most Old Testament prophets/esses that were called against their
wish, for example individuals such as Moses (Deut 18:15; Exodus 4:15-7:10); Miriam (Exodus
15:20-21; Micah 4:4); Deborah (Judges 4:4); Huldah (1Kings22:14); Noadiah (Nehemiah
6:14); Jeremiah (Jer. 1:4; 20:7-8) and Isaiah (6:1ff;8:3). This was the same with Hosea, Amos,
Ezekiel and others. For Bernhard Anderson, form critics discovered that a definite call
narrative followed a five-tier structure that corresponded to the five stages of a call of a
prophet/ess, namely: (i) the theophany, (ii) resistance from the prophet/ess, (iii) pressure
from the deity,(iv) acceptance by the prophet/ess, and (v) commissioning of the prophet/ess
15

Tabona Shoko, Karanga Indigenous Religion in Zimbabwe: Health and Well-being (Hampshire: Ashgate
Publishing, Ltd, 2007), 14.
16
David Bishau and Christopher Mazodze, Old Testament Prophecy, 2.
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by the deity.17 When the deity outlined the reasons for appearing and the mission of the
prophet/ess, the prophet resisted the call citing reasons which revealed the prophet’s own
personal defects; Moses argued that he was a stammerer (Exodus 4:10), Isaiah said he was a
man of unclean lips (Isaiah 6:5), while Jeremiah argued that he was only a youth (1:6).
However, the pressure from the deity enabled the prophet to accept the call. The pressure
usually took two forms respectively, either by force or compulsion (Jeremiah 1:7) or
persuasion complemented by a sign or miracle (Exodus 3 & 4, Isaiah 6). The prophet finally
accepted the call. The last stage of the call was the commissioning of the prophet and
further assurance given (Jeremiah 1:10; 1:18-19). Most of the Zimbabwean prophets/esses
have elaborate and definite call narratives, which make them, true prophets/esses
(Makandiwa, Angel, Magaya, Passion and Uebert Angel) if we were to go by this criterion.

Ecstasy as a Criterion of Prophecy
Germany scholars like Gunkel takes ecstasy as the hallmark of prophecy18, a position
supported by T H Robinson (one of the British scholars) and R Pfeiffer (one of the American
scholar).19 According to this school, prophets delivered their oracles whilst in ecstasy where,
in certain instances, they would perform frenzied dances, as in the case of Saul in 1 Samuel
10:5, 6, 11.However, there is a scholarly divide: the pro-ecstasy and anti-ecstasy school. The
pro-ecstasy school takes ecstasy as a distinctive mark of true prophecy whereas the antiecstasy school takes an opposite view.20 The problem of ecstasy as a distinct measurement
between true and false prophets has also divided contemporary Zimbabwean churches.
Ecstasy amongst Pentecostals is related to their emphasis on glossolalia, although
Pentecostals regard their form of ecstasy as under the control of the glossolalists. There are
counter-accusations between these two Christian groups with AICs on the receiving end

17

The proponent of form criticism is Hermann Gunkel (1862-1932), who proposed that a text’s Genre is
indicated by its structural form and is bound to a particular social setting and function. As a result, Gunkel
attempted to organize the writings of the Bible according to their genre. In this endeavour, Gunkel was highly
influenced by the Brothers Grimm, who had collected German folk traditions and classified them into specific
categories such as fairy tale, myth, saga, and legend. Bernhard Anderson, The Living World of the Old
Testament (London: Westminister, 1956), 247-252.
18
Hermann Gunkel, ‘The Secret Experiences of the Prophets, The Expositor, 9 th Series, Number 1’ (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1924), 356-66.
19
Theodore Robinson, ‘The Ecstatic Element in Old Testament Prophecy’ (The Expositor, 8th Series, XXI, 1921),
217-238.
20
Bernhard Anderson, The Living World of the Old Testament, 250.
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when it comes to what is regarded as glossolalia. Pentecostals always dismiss anything to do
with AICs prophets/esses as false hence regarding them as agents of darkness. The
contention is solely based on the place of ecstasy in prophecy. There are prophets such as
Uebert Angel and Emmanuel Makandiwa who are shown claiming to have had visions of
heaven and speaking in tongues.

The pro-ecstasy school argues that, since both ANE and Israelite prophets were ecstatic,
it follows that true prophets/esses should be ecstatic.21 Ecstasy was regarded as an emblem
of true prophecy. One may ask however, “What is ecstasy?” Etymologically speaking, the
term ‘ecstasy’ is derived from the Greek verb ekstasis.22 This Greek noun seems to have
been further derived from the Greek verb existemi which means “I put out of place”.23
The term refers to the mental condition of an individual in which consciousness is wholly
suspended or partially in suspension where thought and volition cease and the Spirit of God
(ruach) directs and controls the subject.24 For this school, to be called a ‘prophet/ess’
signifies someone who has the ability to say certain predictions while in an ecstatic frenzy.
The fact that the mental faculty is suspended and the Spirit of God takes charge and reigns
supreme because the supernatural power takes control over the individual are physical,
spiritual, emotional and rational. In ANE, the Wen Amon story of Egypt, Zimri-lim legend of
Mesopotamia, stele of Zakir and Mari prophetic evidence takes centre stage. 25 The proecstasy school believes that her neighbours could have influenced Israel holistically. For
Israel, pre-canonical prophets-Abraham, Moses, Samuel, Elijah and canonical prophetsIsaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel were ecstatics who lost consciousness under the divine
visitation.26 Examples of scriptural texts on the ecstatic view of prophecy include: Genesis
15:12ff, Number 11:25ff1 Samuel 10:10ff, 1 Samuel 19:18-24, 1 Kings 18:20, 2 Kings 9:2,
11:1, Isaiah 6:1, 20:3 and Jeremiah 27:2, 29:26.

21

Robert Wilson, Prophecy and Society in Ancient Israel, 34.
Ibid.
23
Ibid.
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Lovemore Togarasei, Old Testament Studies, 94.
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Did all prophets prophesise ecstatically by suspending their mental faculties? This
question leads us to the anti-ecstasy school view that ecstasy was a tenet of false prophecy
(Deut 18:15; Num 11:25-29; 1 Sam 10 and 19). Moses, Nathan (2 Samuel 7:21; 12:25) and
Gad (2 Sam 24:11) are provided as examples.27 This school argues that the ANE prophets
were associated with ecstatic Baalism and Canaanite culture, and so were false.28 The antiecstasy school also refers to a religious clash between the prophets of Baal and Elijah (1
Kings 18:20ff), whereby the defeat of the Baal prophets by Elijah marked the superiority of
Yahweh over Baal prophets.29 Such prophets were diviners and polytheists. Divination is an
act of discovering or learning about future events through the use of natural objects,
inspiration or guessing in order to achieve ecstasy with polytheism as involving the worship
of gods.30 Pre-canonical and canonical prophets were agents of Yahweh.31 However, the
dismissal of ecstasy by the anti-ecstasy school is not convincing. Once a prophet became
ecstatic, he/she would be regarded as false (1Kings 18:20ff). Ecstatic frenzy was linked to
madness,32 and Yahwists heavily disregarded any frenzy or trance.33

Pentecostal “prophets” make prophetic declarations in their mental stability; Uebert
Angel once predicted the results between Stoke City and Manchester United.34 Angel
insisted that he did not like football but was going to watch the particular match and return
on Sunday morning, several hours before the match kicked off, to tell them the result.
Makandiwa is on record prophetically saying peoples’ identity numbers, dates of births and
names.35

The Criterion of Professionalism
True prophets/esses took their call as a vocation and not as a profession associated with
any result of payments or rewards. The criterion of professionalism is also known as the
27
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Leon Woods, ‘Ecstasy and Israel’s Early Prophets’ (Bulletin of Evangelical Theological Society, 1996), 125-135.
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Robert Wilson, Prophecy and Society in Ancient Israel, 36.
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35
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criterion of remuneration.36 Any prophet/prophetess who then received payment for
his/her services was labelled ‘false’ Based on the assumption that if prophecy is a profession
for earning a living, it is highly probable that the prophets would seek to please their clients.
This confirms what Micah says in 3:5, that:
Thus says the Lord concerning the prophets who lead my people astray, who cry
“peace” when they have something to eat, but declare war against him who puts
nothing into their mouths...”
Such prophets/esses took prophecy as a profession and not a vocation;37 they prophesize
in a partisan way and they curse the powerless.38 The same accusation has been levelled
against prophets in Zimbabwe who are earning a living through the services’ collections and
gifts they receive from their followers. However, this criterion does not especially help if one
considers how some prominent prophets/esses earned their living. There are pre-canonical
and canonical prophets who seem to have been remunerated for their services (Samuel: 1
Sam 9:2, Nathan: 2 Sam 7, Amos: Amos 7:12). All the above-mentioned prophets never
ceased to be true prophets. Court prophets/esses earned their living from the state
treasury. Therefore, we cannot simply use the Bible to dismiss the modern day Zimbabwean
prophets/esses as false, although some of them have been accused of ‘empire building’ at
the expense of the poor.39 These prophets/esses are emerging in a context characterised by
unemployment, poverty, disease, cultural, political, social and economic turmoil. Their
message of prosperity automatically appeals to the broader population’s suffering and
squalor. Mainline Churches’ influence that used to give services, hope and an alternative
voice to the government seem to have declined. It is not surprising that the new Pentecostal
movement has occupied that void left by traditional churches. Critics dismiss modern day
Zimbabwean prophets/esses like Makandiwa, Magaya, Passion, Eubert and Beverly Angel as
fake money making prophets/esses who take advantage of the level of poverty,
unemployment, and disease in Zimbabwe and become prosperity ‘gospelers’ for self36

David Bishau and Christopher Mazodze, Old Testament Prophecy, 51.
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aggrandizement.40 Besides miraculously putting gold nuggets in the congregants’ pockets,
they still collect offerings, tithes and groceries from the poor. Surprisingly they never
condemn corruption, mismanagement of resources and violence that is witnessed daily in
Zimbabwe.41 Congregants give monies that benefit prophets/esses.42 The prophets/esses
are not accountable to anybody.43 As already indicated, we need to be cautious when using
this criterion as prophets/esses like Samuel, Miriam, Nathan, Huldah and Isaiah seem to
have been remunerated in one way or the other.44

The Criterion of Miracles
The criterion of miracles has attracted much attention in the Zimbabwean context in the
assessment of true and false prophet/esses. Most of the contemporary prophets/esses are
associated with the performance of miracles, and many people have tended to use this
criterion as a sign that “Zimbabwe has at last been remembered by God, by sending many
prophets/esses in the right season”. This comes after a decade of economic, social and
political crisis. It is now common in Zimbabwe to have men/women of God with titles like
“prophet/ess”. Floral posters on both private and public vehicles, in offices, on trees and
upon public buildings are emblazoned with onomastics like: bishop, doctor, professor,
teacher, pastor, apostle but the most preferred “prophet/ess”. It is not surprising that the
titles communicate power. To authenticate their calling, most of prophets/esses like
Makandiwa, Magaya, and Angel are known for performing wonders such as having gold
nuggets in peoples’ pockets or having mothers not expecting give birth to children in ‘three’
days,45 as well as inducing weight loss to those who are overweight.46 The Pentecostal
prophets/esses have marketed their claims through testimonies made by people who are
broadcasted locally and internationally on both electronic and print media.

40
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The publicity gives such prophets/esses power, status, and recognition, as well as
financial proceeds. When situations like this occur, as in the case of Zimbabwe where there
are unprecedented levels of poverty, unemployment and disease, it attracts many followers.
The ‘miracle baby’ episode automatically attracts many couples struggling for many years
with barrenness.47 However, this is nothing new in Zimbabwe as AICs prophets also claim to
miraculously remove bodily objects.48 Jesus warned his disciples to beware of false prophets
who perform wonders to lure people as a result of miracles.49 Interestingly, every
prophet/ess claims to derive power and authority from God. Deuteronomy 13:1ff, Isaiah
7:10ff, Exodus 4:1-8 stipulates that performed miracles acted as a way of vindicating and
legitimizing a prophet/ess as true. The performed miracle was a confirmation that a person
had been sent by Yahweh.50 The Greek terms are used to define the word ‘miracle’ are:
dunamis (power), terata (wonders),erga (work) and semeia (signs).51 The Greek terms
were used mainly to illustrate the miraculous existence of the Kingdom of God in Jesus’
ministry. With this criterion, it then follows that the contemporary prophets/esses by virtue
of performing miracles are true prophetic figures. However, there is need for caution when
dealing with this criterion as Deuteronomy 13:1-5 and Jeremiah 23:9-15 call for another
criterion to qualify this: prediction and fulfilment.
Prediction and Fulfilment
The criterion of prediction and fulfilment of prophecy works on the assumption that the
predictions of any prophet/ess must become a historical event, and it must come to pass.52
What did not come to pass was not spoken of by the Lord, so in this criterion of prediction
and fulfilment, it becomes a standard measure of separating true from false prophecy. The
prediction and fulfilment criterion is premised on Deuteronomy 13:1-5; 18:21-22; for the
Deuteronomist, whatever the prophet speaks and predicts in the name of Yahweh must
come to pass. If it did not, such a prophet/ess deserved to be stoned to death (Deut. 13:5;
18:20). The prophets/esses would become worried when the prophecy did not come to
47
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fruition, as in the case of Moses in Exodus 5:22-23. Moses’ worry was that his prophecy
would fail and would be regarded a false prophet.53 Caroll regards this criterion as putting
prophecy into simplicity since it caters for short-term predictions rather than long-term
ones, which progressed for generations. Elijah predicted (1 Kings 21-29) what would happen
to Ahab and his house, but this was fulfilled after the prophet’s death (2 Kings 9:14-10:36).
In 2 Kings 13:15-19, Elisha made a prediction that was not fulfilled in his lifetime (2 Kings
13:20), making Elisha die a false prophet. Interestingly, Hosea (1:4), who was one of the
Israelite prophets, condemns Jehu’s behaviour although Jehu was fulfilling prophecies made
by Elijah and Elisha. Who then was a true prophet amongst Hosea, Elijah and Elisha?

Prophecy would not only come to pass when the prophet was alive but even after his
lifetime ceases, as in the case of Micah (5:5) and Isaiah (10:5) who predicted the Assyrians’
destruction of Jerusalem in the eighth century. Ironically, the Babylonians destroyed
Jerusalem in the sixth century (587 BCE). This would again make Micah and Isaiah become
false prophets. Therefore, this criterion must be viewed in tandem with other criteria if we
are to avoid problems.54 The other problem of this criterion is that it makes prediction and
fulfilment a sine qua non of true prophecy, yet prophets/esses were mostly preachers of the
word whose focus was to change society for the better. Prophecy has to do with the here
and now, although problems occur in the sense that a false prophet can say things which are
historical but come to pass.55 The sign was supposed to come to pass.56 However, a prophet
may say something that comes to pass but encourages a person to serve other deities
(gods), which thus makes them false (Deut 13:1ff, Jer. 26:6-9).57 In the case of Zimbabwean
prophets/esses, some have made prophecies that have come to pass but their morality
leaves a lot to be desired. Their followers may have only taken their predictions and
fulfilments as an indicator that they were true prophets/esses. What follows is the criterion
of blind nationalism, which can be helpful in this debate.
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Blind Nationalism versus Realism
This criterion has divided the Zimbabwean Christian community whereby any men or
women of the cloth who supports the State (pro-status quo) are labelled false, and those
that criticise the State are regarded as ‘true’ prophets/esses (anti-status quo). False
prophets/esses pleased political figures of the day, whereas true prophets/esses focused on
moral issues. Promising peace in such a situation meant that one was a false prophet.58 In
most cases, the clash between Jeremiah and Hananiah (Jer. 28) is cited to show that true
prophets do not generally support the ruling elite, whereas false prophets/esses agree with
the governments of their time. Both Jeremiah and Hananiah claim to speak for God,
however Hananiah’s optimism conflicts with Jeremiah’s message of doom. They both
perform symbolic acts (Jer. 27:1-7, 28:10-12), and it is likely that the two prophets were
influenced by the theological traditions of their time. Hananiah and Isaiah both held the
belief that Yahweh would protect Jerusalem forever (2 Sam. 7.) This confidence about
Jerusalem is exposed in Psalms 46 and 132, as Isaiah (740-700 BCE) promised God’s
protections of Judah (Isaiah 7:7) when a coalition of nations threatened Judah. Jeremiah on
the other hand, subscribed to the theology of Deuteronomy that took the election of
Jerusalem and house of David as tipped on conditional obedience. Both prophets appealed
to traditions known to their audience. According to Bracke, whilst Jeremiah’s response to
Hananiah in verse 9 may be his own words, the response may reflect the perspective of
persons who edited and shaped the book of Jeremiah after 587 BCE. 59 For Bracke, these
persons knew that Jeremiah’s message of doom had been fulfilled, and from the editors’
perspective, the exile proved that Jeremiah was a prophet sent by God. The tradition in
Jeremiah has subsequently been reformed by Babylonian gola traditionalists using the
narrative of Jeremiah 28, so that 28:8 seems to be tilting against the preaching of peace ‘too
soon.’60 Any resistance to that pro-gola platform is neutralised through the reshaping of this
Jeremianic tradition. Ultimately, the weight of history favoured Jeremiah against Hananiah.
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Sharp adds that Jeremiah 28:8 represents a Judah-based traditionist’s position that resists
the pro-gola platform by insisting that a true prophet preaches only doom. 61 It is possible
that only Hananiah’s optimistic word had come true, for his claim to speak for God could
have stuck and made sense. This also explains the clash between Micaiah ben Imlah and
Zedekiah (1 Kings 22:1-40. Jeremiah (28:1ff) observed that the society had turned evil and
Yahweh was going to use Babylon and exile to punish Judah.62 So, despite the strong
nationalistic feeling born out of the Zion tradition promoted by Isaiah, destruction was
certainly going to come. Hananiah, out of his blind nationalism, was misguided by reading
the Zion ideology, perhaps out of context of obedience to Yahweh by promising peace, and
for that reason became a false prophet.63 It is from this context that Zimbabwean Christians
have been divided when it comes to contemporary prophets/esses, where most of them
preach peace where there is violence. They preach prosperity where there is hunger,
poverty, disease and unemployment although the elite rich enjoy themselves. 64 In the eyes
of these “prophets, apostles and preachers”; poverty, disease and unemployment are a
result of sin or the devil. Yet those looting the resources of the nation are not put to task for
the suffering and poverty of the voiceless, weak and hungry populace. Critics have found
this criterion convincing as ammunition against those men and women of the cloth who are
pro-government policies and programmes, for example Makandiwa, Angel and Mwazha,
and those men or women of the cloth who criticised the government become the true
prophets/esses.

Morality and Teaching obedience to Yahweh
Morality is a virtue expected of every prophets/esses and religious believer. In Jeremiah
13, even if what a prophet/ess predicted came to pass, if a prophet led an immoral life then
that prophet was branded a false prophet;65 true prophets/esses for Jeremiah are supposed
to be paragons of morality. A true prophet/ess followed specific standards and sought to
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turn people away from the evil ways. We have problems interpreting the marriage of Hosea,
based on various theories that take it as allegory, parable, legend, history or memorabilia.66
Essentially, a true prophet should teach only obedience to Yahweh (Deuteronomy 13:1ff).
Teaching rebellion to Yahweh was a mark of a false prophet/ess, as prophets/esses were
expected to condemn sin and exploitation of the poor by the rich. The prophet/ess was
supposed to interrogate how people acquired their wealth to assure of its legitimacy. Purity,
justice and righteousness were central to their message (Exodus 2:24, 6:6). What is
interesting is that all miracle prophets/esses in Zimbabwe claim to teach obedience to God,
although their prosperity gospel does not question how the rich acquire their wealth. 67 This
leaves them clearly as false prophets. In fact, the rich elite are presented in that gospel as
favoured by God yet moral integrity should be the guiding principle of the life of the
prophet/ess and the message that he/she preaches should not be that which takes people
as prospective clients to reap financial benefits. In Zimbabwe, what brings awe is the
ecclesiastical folk, particularly the prophets/esses who are in a holy liaison with the state
functionaries against the poor populace.68 The powerful clergymen/women take sides with
the powerful politicians. They cannot see the violence and corruption committed by those in
offices of authority as daily reported in the media.69 Contemporary prophets/esses’ seem to
prophesise for their personal glory rather than God’s glory. This is the opposite of Israel’s
prophets/esses who were promoters of justice/righteousness (mispat/sedeqah).70 Much of
the elite rich in Zimbabwe are breeding corruption to enrich themselves with the country’s
resources at the expense of the poor.71
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Conclusion
It is clear from the foregoing debate that no singular criterion can be regarded as the
answer to the debate on true and false prophets/esses in light of the contemporary
prophets and wonders. The criteria need to be considered when discussing about true and
false prophets/esses. The contemporary Pentecostal prophets/esses fall in the category of
both false and true, although it is a difficult task to ascertain who was a true or false
prophet/ess in ancient Israel. This is the same challenge we face today.
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Ninguna patria tengo yo: Cuba’s Poetic and
Political Redemption in José Martí
Ryan Anthony Spangler
Abstract
This paper deals with the unique relationship between poetry and politics in the writings of
19th Century Cuban poet, José Martí. Patria, the underpinning concept that unites his poetic
and political agendas, can only be understood through sacrifice. Although never considered
a religious poet, much of José Martí’s drive and struggle for independence from Spanish
colonialism and the threat of North American imperialism can be understood only through
his poetic allegories of death and the cross. In order to unite the two and overcome the
impending threat of Spain and the United States, Martí writes himself into the sacred
mythologies of the Bible and takes upon himself the bitter cross that transforms him from
victimized martyr to selfless saviour for Cuba.

Keywords: patria, Jose Marti, sacrifice, poetry, politics, imperialism.
Yo quiero, cuando me muera,
Sin patria, pero sin amo,
Tener en mi losa un ramo
De flores, —y una bandera!72
"XXV" Versos sencillos
Ninguna patria tengo yo: Cuba’s Poetic and Political Redemption in José Martí

Thus concludes poem "XXV" of Martí's Versos sencillos, published four years prior to his
death and the commencement of Cuba's final struggle for independence from Spain. The
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poet, reflecting upon death, counters his lament of exile, ‘sin patria' with his affirmation of
liberty, ‘sin amo.' As a 19th century Cuban, patria and liberty stand at odds, eluding the poet
until exile enters the realm of death. Independence, engraved upon his tombstone in the
symbol of a bouquet of flowers and a flag, only finds shape as patria waivers between life
and death, exile and freedom, poetry and redemption. This declaration from poem "XXV",
albeit a poetic affirmation of his lack of allegiance to the Spanish crown, extends far beyond
the mere question of politics. His use of the political backdrop lays the foreground for a
discussion of his poetics, coalescing both his political and poetic identities.
Our reading of poem "XXV" sets the tone for understanding Martí's constant
endeavour to resolve both his political and poetic ideals. Martí, though one of the most
studied writers from Latin America, continues to remain one of its most enigmatic
individuals. Born in 1853, he spent the vast majority of his life dealing with Cuba's attempts
to attain independence from Spain and autonomy from the United States. Yet, his political
challenges are matched only by his poetic search for linguistic and ideological resolution. For
Martí, the question of politics is merely an extension of patria, an idea that also
encompasses the poet's spiritual and literary philosophies. Thus politics, poetry and
spirituality find themselves governed by the abiding principle of patria. Patria acts as the
lynchpin that sustains Martí’s concept of sacrifice and redemption. In an insightful article on
ethics and poetry in Martí, Ángel Cuadra observes that “Martí optó por la primacía del
mundo, por darse a los demás, y en ese rumbo empeñó su vida. Para ello impuso dos
normas a su conducta en la misma: el deber, aceptada con un sentido casi místico, y el
sacrificio del yo” (Cuadra 2005, 112).73 Cuadra notes that Martí’s selfless sacrifice is directly
connected to his duty to country, an observation that will serve as a backdrop for my
exposition of Martí's notion of patria. Through close readings of his poetry, I will study
Martí’s concepts of sacrifice and patria in connection with the redemption of his political
Ninguna patria tengo yo: Cuba’s Poetic and Political Redemption in José Martí
and poetic ideals.
By the time Martí reached the age of 17, he had written and published his first
article addressing the Cuban Independence conflict; a piece which ultimately led to his
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imprisonment and later deportation to Spain. While there, his efforts to illuminate Cuba's
fight led to one of his most explicit attacks on Spain, "Presidio político en Cuba." In the
critique, Martí accentuates the bitter relationship existing between Spain and its American
satellites. He notes that of all of Spain's dominion, Cuba was the most faithful: "Cuba sobre
todo, se arrastraron a vuestros pies, y posaron sus labios en vuestras llagas,"74 scars left
there by the rest of Spanish America's independence at the beginning of the 19 th century.
Notwithstanding, Cuba's faithful vassallage was received with mockery. "Y cuando [Cuba] os
pidió en premio a sus fatigas una mísera limosna, alargasteis la mano, y le enseñasteis la
masa informe de su triturado corazón, y os reísteis, y se la arrojasteis a la cara" (Martí 1975,
1:52). Martí never intends to hide his disdain for the mother patria, what he calls his
"infinite pain" (Martí 1975, 1:45). Unfortunately for Martí, Cuba exists only as a patria sin
patria, a land of patriotic and devoted, yet restricted subjects. In one of his earliest poems
written while exiled in Spain, he calls upon all Cubans to "desnud [ar] al fin la espada
vengadora" (Martí 1993, 2:21),75 so to avenge the thousands of Cuban casualties suffered
during the 10 Years War.
Martí's violent defamation of Spain transforms, however, as he departs her borders
and arrives in the United States. Although his criticism is still very present, he offsets his
anger with humour to create a less forceful revolutionary rhetoric that Paul Giles classifies
as “deliberately kaleidoscopic in their tone and orientation” (Giles 2004, 186). Upon arriving
to the States, he writes his "Impressions of America," ironically subtitled "By a Very Fresh
Spaniard". He assumes the Spanish identity to soften his detractors who might consider him
bitter. He opens by praising the spirit of liberty that, in his opinion, is so easily visible in the
United States, and contrasts it with the "lazy life and poetical inutility of our European
countries" (Martí 1975, 19:3) However, in his praise of the United States, he recognizes an
unwavering activity and pursuit for gain. Similar to his comparison of Spain to Rome, he
compares the U.S. to ancient Carthage. "Material power, as that of Carthage, if it rapidly
increases, rapidly falls down." He goes on to further question, "If this love of richness is not
tempered and dignified by the ardent love of intellectual pleasures, —if kindness toward
men, passion for all what is great, devotion to all what means, sacrifice and glory, are not as
74
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developed as fervorous and absorbent passion for money, where shall they go?" (Martí
1975, 19:3). His praise combined with caution recognizes both the potential rise and fall of
the U.S. due to her insatiable gain of material substance. He fears that such pursuits, if not
tempered by the intellectual advancement of its people, will only weaken the character of
liberty the U.S. so readily embraces. A country growing on ideals, but void of moral fiber,
will only corrupt everything it encounters; a belief Martí fears will affect Cuba should the
U.S. continue in its current path.
For a six month period spanning 1889 and 1890, Martí attended the first InterAmerican Conference in Washington D.C. as the Uruguayan delegate. He focused his
attention upon the increasing United States intervention in the Cuban independence
struggle, and the U.S.'s inquiry into actually purchasing the island for annexation. It was in
direct response to this experience that Martí wrote Versos sencillos (1891), his poetic
response to the political anguish weighing upon him. His preface to the poetic collection
gives insight into Martí's critical dilemma:
Fue aquel invierno de angustia, en que por la ignorancia, o por fe fanática, o
por miedo, o por cortesía, se reunieron en Washington, bajo el águila
temible, los pueblos hispanoamericanos. ¿Cuál de nosotros ha olvidado aquel
escudo, el escudo en que el águila de Monterrey y de Chapultepec, el águila
de López y de Walker, apretaba en sus garras los pabellones todos de la
América? Y la agonía en que viví, hasta que pude confirmar la cautela y el brío
de nuestros pueblos; y el horror y vergüenza en que me tuvo el temor
legítimo de que pudiéramos los cubanos, con manos parricidas, ayudar el
plan insensato de apartar a Cuba, para bien único de un nuevo amo
disimulado, de la patria que la reclama y en ella se completa, de la patria
hispanoamericana. (Martí 1993, 1:233)76
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At the conclusion of the Inter-American Conference in Washington D.C., aside from his fear
that Cubans were freeing themselves from Spain only to place themselves in the United
States' hands, Martí was overcome with frustration at the lack of Latin American
intervention in Cuba's cause for independence (Santí 1996, 108-9). As the rest of Latin
America celebrated "el mantenedor inquebrantable de los derechos de los oprimidos y de
los débiles, por el autor y el abogado triunfante del proyecto contra la conquista!" (Martí
1975, 6:102), Martí, "sin patria, hijo infeliz de una tierra que no ha sabido aun inspirar
compasión a las repúblicas de que es centinela natural, y parte indispensable, veía, acaso
con lágrimas, aquel arrebato de nobleza" (Martí 1975, 6:102).77 Such political frustration
must have been at the core of the "dolores injustos" (Martí 1993, 1:233) through which he
suffered. Hence, Martí's ultimate struggle for independence from Spain became a battle
against two dominant powers, as he feared that Cubans would merely free themselves from
Spain to surrender to the United States.
In order to clarify the problematic relationship between Cuba and the imperialist
powers struggling to control it, Martí sets out to refine his comprehension of the idea of
patria. Patria began to embody not just geographical space, but more importantly the
ideology that governed his thoughts and beliefs. His expression of patria becomes a
declaration of absolute liberation from any form of subjugation. Patria acts as the key to his
political and poetic liberation.
With Martí's shift in focus from Spanish imperialism to Latin America's, and more
specifically Cuba's need for improvement, the varied uses and definitions of patría increase
dramatically. Perhaps the one word that most clearly embodies Martí, his politics, and his
poetry, is patria. The word appears no less than 2800 times throughout his various writings,
suggesting an extension to the common geographical limits that patria normally implies.
Esther Allen notes that the translations to English of the term patria are problematic for
their variety and incompleteness in their meaning, ranging from "homeland" to "native
land” and from “motherland” to "fatherland" (Allen 2002, 417). Martí's enigmatic word,
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often translated by himself as simply "land" or "country" cannot be fully circumscribed in
the narrow terms and phrases we use in the English language. While the conventional
understanding of patria signifies a direct tie to one’s birth nation, merely dictating a sense
of historical and geographical pride on the part of an individual, Martí’s notion of patria
goes deeper and bonds itself to his moral code, his system of belief, and in many ways
emblematizes his definition of existence, embodying the spiritual conflict existing within
him. Allen further states:
The English word ‘patria’ —a relative newcomer to the language, first used by
James Joyce in 1914—is less familiar, but that makes it all the more
appropriate, for Martí's form of patriotism—absolutely yet acutely critical,
totally committed but never blind, selfless but never fanatical; a patriotism of
bridges, not barriers—is not a common phenomenon. And ‘patria’ has
evolved a specialized meaning that made it particularly apt in this context:
among Protestant theologians, ‘patria’ denotes an idea of heaven as a place
from which the soul is exiled while on earth and to which it longs to return.
(Allen 2002, 417)
In this sense, the term patria becomes synonymous in its understanding of both death and a
Supreme Being, which fills the poet with both awe and fear. Martí's notion of patria,
perhaps his version of the English Sublime, or das Erhabene to the German Romantics,
characterizes the ongoing pursuit of Martí to achieve his own idealistic version of a Kantian
or Hegelian Absolute. Death, God, and his individual patria thus become unified under one
banner. However, Martí attempts to extend the utility of patria beyond the scope of the
political and the spiritual, entering also into the realm of the poetic.
The clearest definition of Martí's concept of patria resides in his politically and
poetically charged "Dos patrias." It opens by enticing the reader to believe that the focus of
Ninguna patria tengo yo: Cuba’s Poetic and Political Redemption in José Martí
his poem will be political, but quickly shifts to reveal an outline of his poetic progress:
Dos patrias tengo yo: Cuba y la noche. (Martí 1993: 1:127)78
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With the initiation of "Dos patrias," the poet immediately throws a rhetorical jab at Spain.
The term patria is a unique noun in that it is not only almost never pluralized, but
considered incorrect for it to be written so. Because it almost always refers to a
geographical location, the title would suggest that Martí is speaking of two places, leading
to the assumption that he would be referring to Spain and Cuba, or perhaps in reference to
his status as an exile, Cuba and the United States. Because a person cannot actually possess
two patrias, one of the two would be considered a sub-section of the first. In other words,
Spain would most likely be considered the greater of the two and Cuba would be relegated
to the position of the patria chica. However, Martí overturns the standard concept of patria
to counter the normality of colonial subjugation to either Spain or the United States. Patria
binds Cuba to the poet, embodying his personal moral code, thus allowing her to
appropriate a decolonial beingness. For Martí, patria defines who we are as people. In an
article entitle "La revista literaria dominicense," Martí articulates his concept:
Cada cual se ha de poner, en la obra del mundo, a lo que tiene más cerca, no
porque lo suyo sea, por ser suyo, superior a lo ajeno, y más fino o virtuoso,
sino porque el influjo del hombre se ejerce mejor, y más naturalmente, en
aquello que conoce, y de donde le viene inmediata pena o gusto: y ese
repartimiento de la labor humana, y no más, es el verdadero e inexpugnable
concepto de la patria. […] Patria es humanidad que vemos más de cerca, y en
que nos tocó nacer;—y ni se ha de permitir que con el engaño del santo
nombre se defienda a monarquías inútiles, religiones ventrudas o políticas
descaradas y hambronas, ni porque a estos pecados se dé a menudo el
nombre de patria, ha de negarse el hombre a cumplir su deber de
humanidad, en la porción de ella que tiene más cerca. Esto es luz, y del sol no
se sale. Patria es eso. (Martí 1975, 5:468)79

79

“Everyone should dress themselves, in their worldly endeavours, in what is closest to them, not because it is,
by being theirs, superior to what is different, and finer o more virtuous, but because man’s influence is better
and more naturally exercised in the person who knows, and where his immediate pain and pleasure comes
from: and that distribution of human labour, and nothing more, is the truest impregnable concept of patria.
[…] Patria is humanity that we see up close, the one we were born to;— and should not be permitted to
defend useless monarchies, bulging religions or shameless insatiable politics under the guise of a holy name,
nor should it deny men the fulfilment of their human responsibilities, that portion that is closest to them,
because this sin has been done in the name of patria. It is light, and never leaves the sun. That is patria.”
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Patria, as he asserts, is geographical in the sense that a person's understanding of life is
often dependent upon where s/he is from, but it extends far beyond those boundaries for
Martí. Although Cuba is the only geographical patria that Martí will ever claim, by calling
upon the night as his second patria, the speaker adds a temporal element to patria, which
extends beyond the boundaries of geographical space. This transition from the geographical
to the temporal carries the reader to the realm of poetry.
Martí is aware of poetic tradition by calling upon the night as his second patria.
Historically, the evening represented a space wherein the poet gains inspiration, create
verse, and obtain visionary wisdom. The nocturne is perhaps the best example of this type
of poetry. By drawing upon the night as his second patria, the speaker creates a poetic
framework that encounters the poetic genre of the nocturne. Calling upon the night instead
of Spain as second patria transforms the milieu of the poem from a political discussion onto
a poetic and visionary soliloquy. By evoking the night, the poet asserts that he goes beyond
the physical senses to observe this vision we are about to witness. In other words, he finds
himself in an alternative reality or dimension while viewing this dream:
Dos patrias tengo yo: Cuba y la noche.
¿O son una las dos? No bien retira
Su majestad el sol, con largos velos
Y un clavel en la mano, silenciosa
Cuba cual viuda triste me aparece.
¡Yo sé cuál es ese clavel sangriento
Que en la mano le tiembla! Está vacío
Mi pecho, destrozado está y vacío
Ninguna patria tengo yo: Cuba’s Poetic and Political Redemption in José Martí
En donde estaba el corazón. Ya es hora
De empezar a morir. La noche es buena
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Para decir adiós. La luz estorba
Y la palabra humana. El universo
Habla mejor que el hombre. (Martí 1993, 1:127)80
After having divided his patriotic allegiance between Cuba and the night, the poet reunites
them, so as to rewrite the identity of Cuba as more than a country or an appendage to
Spain; Cuba is a living poetic entity that actively participates in poetic vision and evolves
with time. She arrives as a widow with the night, an enticing erotic symbol that departs only
with the sun’s rising. Cuba is a beautiful creature, both deadly and alluring by bearing a
sexually charged image in her hands, a carnation. As Octavio Paz notes, “La muerte, el
erotismo, la pasión revolucionaria, la poesía: todo está en la noche, la gran madre” (Paz
1999, 510).81 The flower acts as a bisemic symbol that brings to mind either a woman in
love, thoughtful of the cherished individual who has given her a flower, or that of a grieving
widow. She draws both poet and reader to her, calling upon them to both reminisce and fall
in love like she has, or to pity her and learn the cause of her suffering. As in many of his
poems, Martí creates a description that plays on the image's dramatic impact. Like the clavel
found within the hands of widowed Cuba, we have been trapped. Her eroticism has led us
to believe that she is in mourning. Suddenly we discover, like the poet, that what she holds
in her hands is not a flower, but Martí's heart. The vision, leading us towards something
erotic, ends instead with the sacrifice of the poet's heart. Now dead to the world, the
speaker watches as Cuba carries his heart in her hands. What the poet beholds is not some
figurative image that represents his sorrow; instead she literally possesses his heart. The
carnation in her hands is neither a memory nor a symbol; it is a prize, her conquest of the
poet. Like the night, the widow has completely consumed the poet and stripped him of his
most prized possession. Because she has taken his heart, the time to die has begun.

80

“I have two fatherlands: Cuba and the night. / Or are both one? No sooner does the sun / withdraw its
majesty, than Cuba, / with long veils and holding a carnation, / appears as a sad and silent widow. / I know
about that bloodstained carnation / that trembles in her hand! My breast / is empty, destroyed and empty /
where the heart lay. Now is the time / to commence dying. Night is a good time / to say farewell. Light is a
hindrance / as is the human word. The universe / talks better than man.”
81
“Death, eroticism, revolutionary passion, poetry: all of this is found in the night, the great mother.”
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Up to this point, every adjective used carries a negative connotation; silenciosa /
viuda / triste / sangriento / vacío /destrozado / vacío. The speaker uses a poetic climax to
carry the reader through a vast desert of suffering only to conclude with the final adjective
of the stanza: buena. The ironic twist of describing the night as "good," after she has done
so much damage and harm, can only be understood poetically. First, poetry is more than
just a combination of words placed together with specific meters or rhymes; it is a
revelation of crisis, pain and suffering. As he states in poem "XXXV" of Versos sencillos:
Qué importa que tu puñal
Se me clave en el riñón?
¡Tengo mis versos, que son
Más fuertes que tu puñal!

¿Qué importa que este dolor
Seque el mar, y nuble el cielo?
El verso, dulce consuelo,
Nace alado del dolor (Martí 1993, 1:272)82
Pain and suffering, rather than linguistic trickery, act as the keys that give birth to
poetry. And in conjunction with the anguish described in poem "XXXV", the night allows
poetry to emerge because it visually annihilates everything, including the poet. Night takes
away all distractions and temptations, those things that Martí most despises, and negates
their existence. Night allows poetry to be more than just simple words or linguistic
combinations and structures. Poetry is that deepest voice that speaks when language fails.
For this reason the poet so vehemently declares, "La luz estorba, / y la palabra humana".

82

“What do I care that your dagger / is thrust into my side? / I have my verses, which are / stronger than your
blade! / What does it matter if this suffering / dries up the sea, and clouds the heavens? / Verse, that sweet co
mfort, / is born with wings from such agony.”
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Light and the human word, more than being a hindrance, are a nuisance and distraction.
They become totally superfluous, de trop, to the poet, making them of no use, confirming
his appreciation for the magnitude of the universe. Human language cannot account for
poetry as it limits the visionary experience because of a linguistic breakdown. The universe,
on the other hand, "habla mejor que el hombre". In other words, poetry is more than
human language. Humanity is dwarfed by the disproportionate analogy between the cosmic
language of the universe and human language. "La noche es buena / para decir adiós"
because it reveals the imbalance between the universe and the human word, between
poetry and the poem.
As the poem concludes, the vision he encounters in the night comes to life as light
re-enters the scenario:
Cual bandera
Que invita a batallar, la llama roja
De la vela flamea. Las ventanas
Abro, ya estrecho en mí. Muda, rompiendo
Las hojas del clavel, como una nube
Que enturbia el cielo, Cuba viuda pasa... (Martí 1993, 1:127)83
The poet opens the second stanza with a structural recurrence. His "Cual bandera / que
invita a batallar, la llama roja / de la vela flamea", sounds very similar to an inverted "con
largos velos / y un clavel en la mano, silenciosa / Cuba cual viuda triste me aparece". Like
the sad widow that carries a bloody carnation in her hand, the candle possesses a red flame
that flutters after being lit. By introducing the light in such a manner, the poet invites Cuba
to re-enter the picture, reuniting the two patrias through the inclusion of both the night and
the candle's flame. Poetic creation can still flourish because the darkness is still there to
overpower everything else. With the union of the carnation in the widow's hands and the
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“Like a flag / that calls to battle, the candle’s / red flame flutters. I feel a closeness / and open windows.
Crushing the carnations / petals silently, widowed Cuba passes by / like a cloud that dims the heavens…”
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waving banner, Martí echoes the image of the flowers and the flag that he etches upon his
tombstone in poem "XXV" of Versos sencillos.
The closing to the poem, ironically detailed in the opening of the window, reveals
the widow passing by, silently crushing the flower's petals. She has gone beyond solely
extricating the poet's heart from his chest, now she is quietly destroying the organ of his
soul. This widow who passes by, "como una nube que enturbia el cielo," consumes the
poet's inspiration. His heart is gone, the heavens are closed, and a light silences the
darkness, leaving the poet dead and incapable of even contemplating the result of her
actions. The concluding ellipsis indicates there is more to the story, more to be said, but he
no longer has the heart, inspiration, nor language to detail the experience. All that is left are
physical hands to write and a brain to think. The speaker has been stripped of his passion,
and therefore is no longer a poet, just a thinker. Man may think and write, but "El universo /
habla mejor que el hombre". Now he is just a man left only with human words, tools to
create a poem, but not poetry. And rather than tarnish what is pure and passionate, the
poet opts to leave the poem before he destroys it with "la luz [que] estorba / y la palabra
humana".
The political and poetic despair permeating the conclusion of "Dos patrias" leaves
the poet and reader neither poetic nor political restitution. The poet and poem are denied
salvation due, in part, to the absence of the critical element of selfless sacrifice. Martí must
be more than a martyr to the ravages of his patrias. For poetic and political expiation to
occur, that is, for Cuba to achieve an absolute decolonial beingness and liberate herself
from the hegemonic presence of Spain and the United States, the poet, and perhaps more
importantly, Cuba herself, must go from victim to volunteer. No poem more succinctly
clarifies this notion of selfless sacrifice than "Yo sacaré lo que en el pecho tengo". The
speaker opens the poem by expounding upon his resistance to the world:
Yo sacaré lo que en el pecho tengo
De cólera y de horror. De cada vivo
Huyo, azorado, como de un leproso.
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Ando en el buque de la vida: sufro
De náuseas y mal de mar: un ansia odiosa
Me angustia las entrañas: quién pudiera
En un solo vaivén dejar la vida!
No esta canción desoladora escribo
En hora de dolor: (Martí 1993, 1:171)84
Similar to the image of the widow holding his bleeding heart in "Dos patrias", the poem
opens with the poet discovering a hole in his chest. However, more than the victimized
bystander of the widowed Cuba, he himself has performed the violent extraction to clear
the "rage and horror" that has attempted to fill his bosom. Like many of his poems, the
speaker fuses a physical action—"sacaré del pecho"—with emotions—"cólera" and
"horror". His use of cólera, suggesting both rage and cholera, helps to dramatize the poem.
His anger is accompanied by many of the physical symptoms that plague victims of cholera:
nausea, intestinal pain, even delirium. Yet this sickness in his bowels is spawned by an
"anxious hatred" that makes the speaker uneasy. The poet must exile himself in order to
extricate what he contains in his chest. The stanza's concluding statement seems ironic at
first. The speaker struggles and suffers from seasickness and nausea, hatred and anguish,
and yet he does not write in his moment of pain. Paradoxically, nearly each of the poems in
Versos libres is littered with pain and sorrow. If the speaker is always experiencing pain, how
can he not be writing in his "hour of pain?" Perhaps it would be best to refer to Martí's
statement in his Cuadernos de apuntes written at the time of Ismaelillo and Versos libres in
1881:
Sucedió a poco que afligido mi espíritu por dolores más graves que los que
corrientemente lo aquejan, —y como extinguida temporalmente aquella luz
de esperanza a la que yo había escrito los primeros versos. Las ideas […]
84

“I will take from my chest / the rage and horror that I have. From every living thing / I flee, startled, like a
leper. / I walk in the vessel of life: I suffer / from nauseas and seasickness: a hated anxiety / fills my intestines
with anguish. Who, / in one coming and going, leaves life behind! / Not this devastating song that I write / in
my hour of pain:”
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salían de mis labios en versos graves, de otro género distinto, acordes a la
situación de mi espíritu, más no en acuerdo con la necesidad artística que,
por haber tomado diversas ideas semejante forma, pensé dar a la obrilla.
(Martí 1975, 21:213)85
Like earlier moral teachers who have suffered for the sins of others, Martí experiences
anguish by struggling with a slavery of complacency and apathy, Cuban independence, and
poetic peonage. He suffers from the disease of generalized hatred and anger. However,
poetry should never be written during the moment of suffering; it should be tempered to
avoid creating "versos graves":
jamás se escriba
En hora de dolor! El mundo entonces
Como un gigante a hormiga pretenciosa
Unce el poeta destemplado: escribo
Luego de hablar con un amigo viejo,
Limpio goce que el alma fortifica:—
Mas, cual las cubas de madera noble,
La madre del dolor guardo en mis huesos!
Ay! mi dolor, como un cadáver, surge
A la orilla, no bien el mar serena! (Martí 1993, 1:171)86

85

“It so happened that while my spirit was afflicted with the gravest pain that one could experience—and as
that light of hope that accompanied me when I had written my first verses was temporarily extinguished, ideas
[…] left my lips in solemn verses, of a completely different genre, according to the condition of my spirit, but
not according to my artistic necessity that, by having given similar form to diverse ideas, I thought about
creating this work.”
86
“One never writes / in their hour of pain! / The world / like a giant to a pretentious ant / anoints the feverish
poet: I write / after having spoken with an old friend, / Pure joy that the soul fortifies:— / But the casks of
noble word, / the mother of pain keeps in my bones! / Ay! my pain, like a cadaver, surges / to the shore, as
soon as the serene sea!”
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To write in a moment of anguish—or odium, in this case—would be to create "versos
graves." According to Martí, poetry is not, nor can it ever be, inspired by hatred. That does
not suggest, however, that the poet does not experience pain. Carlos Javier Morales
explains that:
Esta sentencia, como fácilmente se comprende, no prohíbe la expresión del
dolor personal en la poesía, sino la plasmación del dolor en la misma hora del
sentimiento vital que lo acusa. Más tarde, cuando ya ha sido superada la
experiencia punzante y confusa del dolor, entonces ese sentimiento,
reactivado por la memoria, la imaginación y sometido al orden ulterior de la
inteligencia, sólo entonces, en ese momento de emoción creadora, el dolor
puede transferirse legítimamente al verso" (Morales 1994, 204).87
Suffering must be experienced, but the poet must distance himself from it before writing.
Instead, the speaker writes after an encounter with an old friend, a moment that would
spark hope and love. Similar to Wordsworth, who felt that "poetry is the spontaneous
overflow of powerful feelings: it takes its origin from emotion recollected in tranquility,"
(Wordsworth 1905, 34-5) the speaker insists that poetry must be inspired by deep
emotions, but composed during a time of reflection. The speaker is careful with his choice of
words by selecting the adjective "destemplado." Most commonly referring to something
that disturbs the order of things, a meaning he clearly hopes to convey, the speaker also
selects the word for its relationship to music. To be "destemplado" is to be out of tune. The
poet loses his musicality, his tone, through this sacrilegious anointing from the world. The
world's, or modernity's, involvement in poetry results in a disharmony of the true poetic
spirit. Such discord suggests the presence of suffering, one the speaker goes so far as to say
he carries in his bones, penetrating every part of his body. But the pain of which he speaks
stems from something else. He mentions that the "mother of pain" is made from the "noble
wooden casks." Casks that normally contain water or wine do not hold the precious spirits
he seeks. Throughout Martí's poetry, the poet struggles to find a wine that will inspire him
87

“This sentence, easily understood, does not prohibit the expression of personal pain in poetry, but capturing
pain in the same hour that the vital feeling charges him. Later, when the bitter experience, confused with pain
has been overcome, then that is the feeling, reactivated by one’s memory, the imagination, and submitted to
the ulterior order of intelligence, only then, in that moment of creative emotion, can pain legitimately
transform itself into verse.”
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and give him access to the Universe. These "cubas," referring also to his "patria," or in this
case, "patrias," due to their plurality, are the source of his pain. Once again, as the "cuba"
pun suggests, his major cause of suffering in this world stems from Cuba and poetry, both of
which consume him entirely. He can find no rest from them because they are what gave
birth to his moralistic ideal, "la madre del dolor".
The speaker becomes self-aware of his expiatory role as he adopts Christ-like
characteristics in both appearance and deed in order to step closer to redeeming poetry,
and in turn, Cuba:
Ni un poro sin herida: entre la uña
Y la yema, estiletes me han clavado
Que me llegan al pie: se me han comido
Fríamente el corazón: y en este juego
Enorme de la vida, cupo en suerte
Nutrirse de mi sangre a una lechuza.Así, hueco y roído, al viento floto
Alzando el puño y maldiciendo a voces,
en mis propias entrañas encerrado! (Martí 1993, 1:171)88
Each of the images in the sequence emulates an expiatory responsibility not unlike Jesus'.
The speaker first mentions that not a single pore of his body is without a wound. Having a
wound upon every pore of the poet's body would at first glance suggest that his entire body
is covered with wounds. Sweat glands are stationed individually within each of the pores of
the body, allowing the body to cool itself in times of excessive heat. To suffer at every pore
would suggest a pain so great that the entire body would bleed. This poet's suffering is so
88

“Not even one pore without a wound: between the finger nail / and the finger tip, stilettos have pierced me
/ they have even pierced my feet: coldly, they have eaten / my heart: and in this enormous / game of life, my
luck run out / they nourish themselves on my blood like an owl.— / Thus, empty and miserable, I float to the
wind / Raising my fist, and cursing out loud, / in my own enclosed bowels!”
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intense that he suffers "ni un poro sin herida”, a suffering not unlike that of Jesus in
Gethsemane who "sweat…as it were great drops of blood" (Luke 22:14). The speaker's
possible reference to the sacrifice of Jesus, something he will expound upon as the poem
progresses, reappropriates the sacred mythology from the Bible into his own work. He
positions himself within a new sacred history to emphasize his role in poetry and politics.
Noting that he has been pierced in his hands and his feet with a stiletto, a sharp
dagger-like object, it becomes increasingly evident that the speaker refers to the crucifixion,
an image he specifically mentions later. The parallel to Jesus continues as the speaker
suggests "se me han comido / fríamente el corazón " and "[se nutren] de mi sangre a una
lechuza". Although grotesque in its implications, Martí's description parallels Jesus'
redemptive lesson. In one of his many clashes with the Pharisees, Jesus instructed:
Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of man, and drink his blood, ye have no life
in you. Whoso eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, hath eternal life; and I
will raise him up at the last day. For my flesh is meat indeed, and my blood is
drink indeed. (John 6:53-58)
In many ways, the poet begins to mirror Jesus. Roberto Agramonte observes that "Martí se
identificó en espíritu y en verdad con la prédica de Jesucristo" (Agramonte 1971, 439). This
does not in any way suggest that Martí attempts to Christianize his readers. On the contrary,
he uses Jesus' words to accentuate the theme of sacrifice, incorporating Jesus' suffering into
his new mythology, thus emphasizes the depth of his own anguish. Without agony
comparable to Jesus', there would be no poetry. Similar to Jesus, the speaker must remain
quiet, screaming only within his bowels against human tyranny. He becomes a prisoner from
within, of his own body. The poet's internal struggle begins to mirror Poetry's conflict with
language. Poetry is trapped by its body—language and words—, which are incapable of
sharing its message. Instead, language parallels the poet as it waits for someone to find the
silent message contained within its body.
His self-restraint stems from his understanding of redemption, particularly in its
relationship to poetics:
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Conozco al hombre, y lo he encontrado malo.
¡Así, para nutrir el fuego eterno
Perecen en la hoguera los mejores!
Los menos por los más! los crucifixos
Por los crucificantes! En maderos
Clavaron a Jesús: sobre sí mismos
Los hombres de estos tiempos van clavados:
Los sabios de Chichén, la tierra clara
Donde el aroma y el maguey se crían,
Con altos ritos y canciones bellas
Al hondo de cisternas olorosas
A su virgen mejor precipitaban:
Del temido brocal se alzaba luego
A perfumar el Yucatán florido
Como en tallo negruzco rosa suave
Un humo de magníficos colores:Tal a la vida echa el Creador los buenos:
A perfumar: a equilibrar: ea! clave
El tigre bien sus garras en mis hombros:
Los viles a nutrirse: los honrados
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A que se nutran los demás en ellos.— (Martí 1993, 1:172)89
This entire stanza tells more than just a story of injustice. It details Martí's poetic and
revolutionary concept of salvation. He purposefully selects these specific images to reveal
the poet's historical make-up and its impact on his moral code, his ideas, and his poetry. He
is not alone in his sacrifice to the world. His assertion, "perecen en la hoguera los mejores!"
is immediately followed by his condemnation of the doers of the deed, "los menos por los
más!" The speaker selects those people and ideals from the past that have most deeply
influenced him. To be a true and lasting sacrifice, the individual must be pure. First he calls
upon Jesus in his role as sacrificial savior, a role similar to Martí in his revolutionary cause.
Jesus attempted to teach the people, and they crucified him. Martí proposes similar changes
in poetry and politics, and much of what he taught is ignored. Jesus created parables, and
Martí creates poetry.
The speaker's focus on Christ only tells a portion of the story. He also extends his
allegory to ancient American tradition when he calls upon the tale of the virgins. He extends
the breadth of sacred history from which he draws to reconfirm the role of sacrifice in
poetic creation. These maidens, representations of poetic purity and vitality, end their lives
at the hands of the priests that cast them into the fire. They are only seen in view of their
possibility of creating "humo de magníficos colores.” They are not considered for what they
have to offer, a definite reference to the beauty contained in Poetry. Instead they are
objects, fuel for fire, sent to be consumed by those who would feed off of their flesh.
What is unique about both of these examples is that they condemn poetic
manipulation and "poesía cerebral" (Martí 1975, 21:214). Christ was crucified at the hands
of the Pharisees just as these pure virgin maidens were sacrificed by their priestly leaders. In
both cases, poetry—the inspiration behind the words—was sacrificed to form and structure.
The prophetic poet, the pure individual who carries the ideal they should all follow, is the
89

“I know man, and he is in very por shape indeed. / Thus, to feed the eternal fire / the best one perish in the
furnace! / The few for the many! The crucifixes / for the crucifiers! On wood / they nailed Jesus: upon
themselves / men of these times are nailed: / The wise men of Chichón, the clear earth / where aromas and
magueys are raised, / with high rituals and beautiful songs / to the depth of fragrant cisterns / they throw their
best virgins: / From the fearful entrance they later stretched forth / to perfume the flowery Yucatán / like a
soft rose on a blackish stalk / a smoke of magnificent colors:— / Such is the life that the Creator gives to good
men: / To perfume: to balance: eh! the tiger / digs his claws into my shoulders: / the vile people will nourish
themselves: the honorable men / is what other nourish themselves with.—“
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one accused of blasphemy, when in fact the blasphemers are the priests themselves. Thus,
the poet becomes the emblem of sacrifice as he gives himself to preserve visionary
consciousness. The poet answers to a higher law, one governed by morals and ethics,
nurtured by visionary experiences, and enclosed in poetic form.
To maintain this expiatory imagery, the speaker calls upon one of the most iconic
images from Christian history to emphasize his sacrificial obligation to poetry:
Para el misterio de la Cruz, no a un viejo
Pergamino teológico se baje:
Bájese al corazón de un virtuoso.
Padece mucho un cirio que ilumina:
Sonríe, como virgen que se muere,
La flor cuando la siegan de su tallo!
Duele mucho en la tierra un alma buena!
De día, luce brava: por la noche
Se echa a llorar sobre sus propios brazos:
Luego que ve en el aire de la aurora
Su horrenda lividez, por no dar miedo
A la gente, con sangre de sus mismas
Heridas, tiñe el miserable rostro,
Y emprende a andar, como una calavera
Cubierta, por piedad, de hojas de rosa! (Martí 1993, 1:172-3)90

90

“For the mystery of the Cross, not an old / theological parchment he comes down: / The heart of a virtuous
man comes down. / A candle suffers much when it illuminates: / The flower, like a virgin that dies, / smiles
when they cut it from its stalk! / A good soul suffers much on the earth! / By day, he shines brightly: by night /
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The speaker reminds us that the purpose behind Christ's sacrifice was not so that we could
study the Bible—"un viejo pergamino teológico". He came to save people, his great
"misterio de la Cruz". The biblical canon intends to go beyond the role of a simple guidebook
on morals; it conducts its readers towards an understanding of sacrifice and redemption.
Like the Bible, Martí’s poetry and words are empty in and of themselves. Their primary
potency resides in their philosophies of redemption.
Every image and symbol we see in the concluding stanza reminds us that it is the
message behind the words that really matters. A candle must sacrifice itself completely to
produce light. The authentic poet is the same; he can neither inspire nor redeem his
readers, he cannot fully illuminate his understanding of patria, without sacrificing himself in
the process. That is why it is so painful for an "alma buena". The speaker sees both the
visions from above and the hypocrisy around him, and all he can do is hope that the
message he has attempted to share will bring poetic and political liberation, and salvation to
some wandering soul. He must courageously stand his ground at day, even when he breaks
down at night, crying from what he observes. "Pues solamente el existir auténtico,"
maintains José Olivio Jiménez, "integra, el entregarse sin temores a la vida y sus deberes,
que por modo único ante la ley del día se pueden perfilar y cumplir, garantizará la ascensión
en la sombra suprema—en esa sombra sin límites que como patria fundante y originaria del
ser sentía también el poeta y el hombre José Martí" (Jiménez 1983, 152). The speaker
returns to the image from "Dos patrias" of "Cuba cual viuda triste" holding a flower (his
heart) within her hands. This time, however, it is the poet himself whom we view walking
down the street, his face painted with the blood from his own wounds to cover the paleness
of his "miserable rostro". In a note from one of his Cuadernos de apuntes (1886-1887), Martí
explained the significance of such "miserable rostro":
Desagrada (tener que) reconocer que el hombre de mayor idealidad del
Universo, el Cristo, pueda tener el rostro deslustrado, cansado, caído, sin
aquella beldad y aquella gloria que aun a los rostros sube de la inocencia y
confianza del alma no probada, en la edad de la juventud, ignorante y fiera.
he cries upon his own arms: / after he sees in the air of the dawn / his horrendous anger, for not scaring / the
people, he dies his own face / with blood from his own wounds, / and begins to walk, like a skeleton / covered,
for pity’s sake, with rose petals!”
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Pero la verdad es que la vida come, y por donde pasa deja la huella de su
diente; y en los que viven con más intensidad, ya por el amor de sí, o el de los
demás, más la deja. La verdad es que los rostros de los hombres de más
belleza moral decaen y pierden gran luz conforme viven, y los ojos se fatigan
y se apagan y la piel se decolora, y el cráneo se despuebla de cabello, y la
frente se enjuta, y las mejillas se ahuecan, y sólo en las divinas horas de la
acción o el discurso supremo les sale al rostro la gloria del alma. (Martí 1975,
21:344-45)91
The blood on the speaker's face, presented in the poem as rose petals, is a witness to the
poet's sacrifice to his cause, his poetic and political "misterio de la Cruz". Like Jesus before
him, the poet must continue on his journey, carrying his own heart painted across his face.
Martí has replaced the widow’s violence with his own determined selfless offering. What
was once stolen is now freely given, and what was barely understood, is now fully revealed
to the world.
Although Martí always maintained his struggle for Cuban independence, his
perspective evolved from one of vengeance and hatred, to that of self-identity and love. It is
through the angst and sorrow of his poetry that Martí articulates the direct relationship that
the poetic word plays in countering the ominous presence of hegemonic globalization. To
counter the colonial dominance of both Spain and the United States, Cuba’s understanding
of liberty must take on a spiritual role if it desires to counter the extant conflicts between its
ideals and its political and geographical boundaries. The poet’s appropriation of Christian
symbolism counters Cuba’s previous attempts to overthrow the hegemonic dominance of
Spain through outward rebellion and violence. In many ways, he indirectly assumes the
image and symbolism of Jesus; before he can free his people from their oppressor, they
must first be free from themselves. Liberty is an idea and belief that must be born from
91

“It should be displeasing to realize that man who most clearly idealizes the Universe, the Christ, could have
his countenance darkened, tired, fallen, without that beauty and glory that even comes from the innocent and
confident faces of the untested souls, in their youthful age, wild and ignorant. But the truth is that life eats,
and where it grazes it leaves its tooth’s print; and in those that live with greater intensity, for the love of it, or
for others, the great the print. The truth is that the faces of the most moral men fall and lose their light with
how they live, and their eyes tire, and go out, their skin discolours, their hair falls from their heads, their
foreheads become lean, their cheeks become hollow, and only in their divine hours of action or supreme
discourse do their faces full of the soul’s glory come forth.”
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within. It is requisite that patria, liberty, death, night and poetry be encompassed in one as
they become the means of liberating Cuba from the manacles of dominance, violence and
disempowerment. To maintain one's patria is to live freely, love freely, and write freely. In
the end, it is not a question of Spanish Cuba, or American Cuba, but rather a Cuba
decolonized from itself, redeemed by poetry and the night, patria redeemed by patria, as
every Cuban selflessly offers his or her own heart to widowed Cuba.
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Ubuntu, Radical Hope, and an OntoEpistemology of Conscience
Dalene M. Swanson

Abstract
Via the evocation of a lived narrative related to witnessing Middle Eastern refugees’
attempts at entering into the European Union in September 2015, I draw connections
between the political, ethical, spiritual and embodied, recognising their always-already
be(com)ing enmeshed and relational. This narrative rendering enables an introduction
to the African indigenous thought of Ubuntu. Ubuntu offers an ontological relationality
of the human condition that brings into play the courage of radical hope and the hope
of a more fully human existence, one that is more ethical and just than the globallylegitimised vulnerability and dehumanisation that the Middle Eastern ‘refugees’
struggling for safety and a viable existence are constituted within. Butler (2004, 20)
reminds us that we are “constituted politically in part by virtue of the social
vulnerability of our bodies”, ones “attached to others”, “at risk of losing those
attachments”, and in the sense of Ubuntu, thus also at risk of losing our humanity as a
consequence. I argue that it is through these attachments, in the surface-to-surface
embodiments of our souls, in our ‘intersoular’ states and Ubuntu ways of being and
knowing, that we can find a radical, ethical and courageous hope in the ontoepistemology

of

conscience,

and

thus

become

human.

Keywords: Ubuntu; radical hope; onto-epistemology of conscience; refugees;
intersoular embodiments
--------------------------------
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Introduction: embodiment of crisis
A pair of worn and uncomfortable shoes lay on the platform of the train station in
Vienna, abandoned as their owners had left in haste on a train bound for Munich. There
were other objects too: a broken stroller, some torn cardigans, a broken backpack, and a
few bags of leftover food. I had watched for the last hour as hundreds of Middle Eastern
‘refugees’ clambered onto trains bound for West Germany. I was to see even more
desperate scenes in the Keleti train station in Budapest where thousands of people had
been kept under the watchful eyes of the Hungarian police in a secured area on an
underground platform: women, children, babies, men, young and old, all out of the sight of
international tourists (Ben Brown, BBC News 4 September 2015). In early September, I
attended the European Conference on Educational Research,(ECER 2015, in that city and
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had travelled there via Vienna. After the conference, on my return journey to Vienna 92, the
train came to an abrupt halt at Hegyeshalom on the Hungarian-Austria border. The
Hungarian authorities decreed that no further trains were being allowed onwards into
Austria as a consequence of the ‘refugee crisis’ (Nick Thorpe, BBC News 5 September 2015).
Along with hundreds of refugees, I climbed from the train into the blazing sun and was
herded by police over the tracks and across the border, with television cameras from
stations across the world pointing their intrusive lenses into our faces. The refugees around
me never flinched. They appeared to be now ‘used to’ this invasiveness. A young woman
was walking beside me. She was with what appeared to be her partner, who was carrying
their baby of around 3 months old. Perhaps recognising the signifiers that constituted me as
a ‘Westerner’, since, for one, I was trailing luggage, she tapped me lightly on the arm and
asked me, “Excuse me, do you perhaps know where they are taking us?” But at that
moment, a policeman93 separated me from the crowd, and when I turned my head back, the
woman had disappeared. …

Her face and her question still haunt me…94

92

I had booked air and rail travel to the ECER conference in Budapest many months prior to the refugee crisis.
My travels coincided with a significant increase in refugees attempting to cross into Schengen zone EU
countries where Hungary became a focal point to this crisis.
93

The Hungarian policeman could not speak English, and being unable to communicate with each other, he
was unable to tell me at the time where the Hungarian police were directing the refugees. I later found out
that the refugees were made to walk a number of kilometres in the heat to a ‘processing centre’ set up by the
Austrian army, security services and Red Cross, where they were ‘documented’ and offered food, medical
assistance and other facilities. I saw the army tents and make-shift processing centre when I travelled past this
location using local ground transport on my way to Vienna.
94

I am fully aware of the ethical conundrum faced in the privileged context of my encounter with this
unfolding refugee situation. I acknowledge that there was a significant power relations differential between
myself as someone privileged by being able to work, travel freely and reside in an EU country and those
constructed by hegemonic discourses as ‘refugees’. Here, the refugees are rendered stateless and subaltern
others (Spivak 1988), living in conditions of severe precarity, decitizenised (Abdi and Shultz 2008) as a
consequence of the deleterious situation beyond their control in the Middle East. The Middle Eastern
countries from which many refugees originate have been turned into fragile states (David 1997; Price 2001) as
a consequence of ongoing Western imperialism and ‘hostile international environments’ (David 1997) that
have catalysed aproliferation of often internal sectarian, ethnic and ideo-theo-political conflicts in the region.
I am also aware that I inadvertently may be reinforcing the constructed othering of ‘refugees’ and contributing
to the discourses of ‘the refugee other’, even as I attempt to speak to undoing the structural violence (Galtung
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Spectres of the soul
Judith Butler (2004, 20) reminds us that loss and vulnerability come from the textu(r)ality
of our flesh, of our being socially constituted bodies, not only through our constructed
subjectivities as a textual condition. The textural in the textual cannot be fleshed apart. It is
in our embodied and material encounters with others that we suffer loss and risk both
vulnerability and violence. It is this soulful, embodied encounter with the other that makes
us culpable, vulnerable, complicit, and responsible to. It is in the precise condition of our
relationality with others that serves, in Derrida’s (1994) terms, to haunt us and our good
intentions (Swanson 2007a, 2009). It is in the consequences of the encounter as an activity,
an event, or a practice, of what we decide or do not decide, of what we do or do not do,
that enables or delimits the vulnerability and violence to others. This folding in, this
intricately imbricated relationship and duo-ontology with the other, this multiple-ontology
with diverse others, makes us both vulnerable and human together in an entanglement of
embodiments and soulful bodies.

The Middle Eastern woman, whose name I yet do not know, will be writ on the spirit of
my body always, calling me to attention by tapping lightly on me, and as I am marked as a
Westerner in a situation that is always-already political and in which I, in my humanity with

1969) that has constituted refugees in these terms. As Spivak (1988) notes, part of the problem lies with
‘speaking for’ and ‘speaking about’ the subaltern, rather than the subaltern speaking for themselves. I
acknowledge here, that in this academic context, I may be reinscribing the power differential by speaking
about and for the refugee at this moment. My intention, however, remains the counter-hegemonic purpose of
drawing attention to the constructed injustice rather than an investment in its continuation. Further, language
is never neutral or ethically ‘pure’ and one cannot stand outside of that with which one attempts to critically
and ethically engage, thus one always-already reinscribes the conditions one attempts to thwart. However,
disengagement is in itself a political stance, and does not side-step the ethical conundrum of ‘to write’ or ‘not
to write’. I therefore choose, from a standpoint of my own social justice commitments, to engage with ‘the
controversial’, even as I acknowledge my always-already embodied complicity in the complex systems of
power and their human and ecological effects for which all of humanity are invested, albeit differentially and
on various scales. I also recognise that, given the problem of vantage point, such interpretive expression can
only ever be contingent and partial.
I have written reflexively on these invested, embodied, ethical conundrums and their systemic
interconnectedness with complex global ecologies of power. I have provided reflexive narrative engagement
through my conceptual construct of ‘moments of articulation’ in developing a critical research methodology I
refer to as ‘critical rhizomatic narrative’ (Swanson 2004, 2007b, 2007c, 2008, 2009).
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others, am also by implication culpable as such Westerner, I am called to account and to
respond. I am thus reminded (Butler 2004, 20): “Each of us is constituted politically in part
by virtue of the social vulnerability of our bodies – as a site of desire and physical
vulnerability, as a site of a publicity at once assertive and exposed”. Being caught up for a
few intense moments in an embodied mangle of the practiced political95, I can only glimpse
very briefly into the experience of the Middle Eastern refugees and gain a partial insight into
the extent of their vulnerability, as intrusive, phallic camera lenses are thrust in our faces.
The consumption of the refugees’ pain, vulnerability and suffering is metaphorically evident
in the photographic materiality of the camera lenses, as a form of weaponry to enable the
perpetration of symbolic violence (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992) against the ‘refugee
other’, drawing in the image to be projected by the also always-already politically complicit
television bulbs behind the sheen of the screen96. The resonance in shape and form of the
broadcast media’s protruding lenses and the rifles carried by the police and army personnel
monitoring and herding the refugees is profound. The violence (Arendt 1958; Bourdieu and
Wacquant 1992; Butler 2004, 2009; Galtung 1969) against the vulnerable takes many a
similar shape, mode and form.

The Middle Eastern woman and all those, either fleeing or who cannot flee, symbolically
carry with them the courage of hope(lessness), the hope(lessness) of courage. Between the
powerful political elite, and others who in their presumption of privilege have turned a blind
eye on the ever-deepening injustice, are the wistful, incorporeal vestiges of those 250 000
Middle Eastern souls that have not made it this far, that have loved and lost or loved and

95

Drawing on Andrew Pickering’s ‘mangle of practice’ (1995).
It is to be noted that much televised focus (and breaking news items) was, and still is, given over to the
Middle Eastern refugee crisis, most especially in Europe, which has witnessed the highest impact. These news
items through their force and distribution have often reinforced the constitutive othering of the Middle
Eastern refugee, and have arguably contributed to the anti-migrant rhetoric, keeping in place the supremacy
of Western Enlightenment presumptions of the Middle Eastern ‘barbarian’ or ‘savage’ (Said 1979). The
heightened islamophobia in certain quarters across Europe and elsewhere have at their roots these
Enlightenment presumptions of Eurocentred superiority.
96
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been lost.97 Encircling, are all those that have not been seen or heard by the megaphone of
the ‘hyper-Real’, who have not been available in the flesh here, this day, in this intensity of
the political moment, for the consumption of their pain.

It is in this critical interstice where the ethical, the human, the corporeal, and the
spirit(ual) come together in an intersubjective entanglement of investments that are
implicated and have implication in ways of being and knowing. It is also within this liminality
that alternative or indigenous thought, such as that of the African onto-epistemology of
Ubuntu (see Ramose 2002a, 2002b, 2002c; Swanson 2007b, Tutu 1999), offers an opening
into affirming an ethical way of being in the world – one which is at once embodied and
spiritual. It is also one which invests in hope, which is borne of great courage and even
greater ethical and politico-spiritual commitment. It is not a utopian hope, but a radical
hope of authentic alternative and possibility (Swanson, 2015). Here, the body, the soul, and
the ethical are enmeshed.

Embodiments of the soul
Michel Serres (2008) argues for the senses and the body in its fullest capacities and
texturalities to be the site of the soul, that the soul is intricately embedded within the flesh
and that the flesh is the realisation of the soul. Brown (2011), in describing the value of
Serres’s work, reminds us that for Serres, the self is on the surface, on the skin, sensual and
sensory. The spirit of the self is not only part of some internal recesses, hidden away within
the body. Serres (2008, 26) notes:

I caress your skin, I kiss your mouth. Who, I? Who, you? When I touch my hand with
my lips, I feel the soul like a ball passing from one side to the other of the point of
contact, the soul quickens when faced with such unpredictability.
97

Besides the more than 250 000 Syrians who have perished in the Syrian conflict thus far, mostly civilians,
(Aljazeera August 2015) and many Middle Eastern refugees have drowned at sea attempting to cross on
rickety boats to reach the safety of Europe.
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For Serres, to know is not to slather off the body from the mind and situate that
Cartesian

knowing

within

the

mind

(Swanson

2007c),

but

to

embrace

the

active/actioning/enacting body in order to understand, and to know more fully (Brown
2011). For Serres, it is through embodied activity and sensory perception that we come to
know, through the scent of a blooming plant, the texture of the soil, the touch of another’s
skin. It is by being engaged in such activities that one can feel where the soul lies. In the
bursting into being through the embodied soul, we come to a presence of knowing. In this
way, the Middle Eastern woman’s light tapping on my arm calls me to attention, and in this
moment and this action, the symbolic potential for an intersubjective soulfulness is called
forth and inter-bodily revealed. It is in such a moment where the perceptual and sensory
effect and force of the world blends with one’s own, not only in some deep recess that we
are interconnected, but we are in touch and in tune with each other - even if only fleetingly
- in this countenancing of each other, in the very lightest of touches. It is an inter-ontological
encountering that is surface to surface, human to human, evoked through the
environmental context in which that encounter manifests and reveals, and is, I believe,
always-already political as a consequence. As Brown (Ibid., 24) reminds us, for Serres, it is on
this local, “surface soul” that “the multiple rainbow-coloured, slowly-changing light plays”.
The cognitive and the embodied, the affect and the effect, lie together, quivering with
knowing and feeling. They lie in the poetics of the embodied encounter and the political
recognition, a small, infinitesimal ‘political’ in a human touch, in the circumstance, in the
rush of blood to the heart, the brain, the neurons, and the skin that is a response to
another’s vulnerability, and in the infinitely political haunting that follows. It is here where a
trans-political knowing plays, as with Serres’s rainbow-coloured light. It is this situated interembodied encounter that harkens an affective intersubjective knowing. It is where the
situated, the embodied, and the political each come together. As Serres (Ibid., 80) notes:

Knowing things requires one first of all to place oneself between them. Not only in
front in order to see them, but in the midst of their mixture, on the paths that unite
them … Touching is situated between, the skin is the place where exchanges are
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made, the body traces the knotted, bound, folded, complex path, between the things
to be known.

It is in this complex path, between things, and in the inter-embodied understandings, that
we also realise our complicit politicalness as be(com)ings.

At the same time as my encounter with the Middle Eastern woman in Hegyeshalom,
Kingsley and Diab (4 September 2015) published an account in The Guardian of Syrian
refugees’ decisions on taking to sea in order to find a route to Europe. It includes an account
of the select number of items they carry with them in such a desperate situation, leaving
behind their lives, histories, heritage, and possessions in order to do so. Their interview with
refugee, Abu Jana, reveals the courage of hopelessness that attends his decision to chance a
treacherous crossing by boat with his family. As Kingsley and Diab write the following, they
incorporate Abu Jana’s expressions of his lived experience:

“I don’t think the rescue mission has any effect on my decision or others’ decision to
go by sea,” says Abu Jana, a pseudonym that means ‘father of Jana’. “Because at the
very core of the decision to go there is risk. So the decision to go by boat won’t be
changed for let’s say a 10% increase in risk.”

His recent life explains why he is so desperate. He left his job as an officer in the
Syrian army after witnessing a state-led massacre in the early months of Syria’s 2011
uprising. The decision makes him a wanted man in Syria, so he can’t return. Nor can
he get a passport from the Syrian embassy in Cairo.

That means he can neither travel legally, nor find work in Egypt, or enroll at a
university. It also means he can’t get a proper rental contract. Many other Syrians
are in similar positions in Egypt: if they’ve received documents known as “yellow
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cards” from the UN’s refugee agency, then the Syrian embassy refuses to renew
their passports.

But Abu Jana’s plight is even more severe than most. It’s left not just him in a
bureaucratic no man’s land – but his two young daughters too. With no valid
paperwork himself, he cannot get them a birth certificate, so legally they don’t exist
and when the time comes, they will find it hard to enrol at school.

“For all these reasons, I decided to leave,” he says. “I want to go by sea.” And he
reckons many other Syrians in Egypt will be of a similar mentality. “Let me tell you
something,” Abu Jana says. “Even if there was a [European] decision to drown the
migrant boats, there will still be people going by boat because the individual
considers himself dead already. Right now Syrians consider themselves dead. Maybe
not physically, but psychologically and socially [a Syrian] is a destroyed human being,
he’s reached the point of death. So I don’t think that even if they decided to bomb
migrant boats it would change peoples’ decision to go.”

In Kingsley and Diab’s account, in Abu Jana’s testimony to already being metaphorically
dead, he structures an embodied relationship with those in a position to respond ethically
that would afford him life. This structuring proceeds his situation as it is one in which he is
historically, circumstantially, by being Syrian in these contemporary times, constituted. By
not responding with ethicality and compassion, the indifferent, more privileged citizen
continues to render him and his family effectively dead, which contributes itself to the
heightened chance of their drowning as they cross the sea in an attempt to reach Europe,
and in this sense the indifferent privileged citizen is complicit – complicit in (in)difference.
When the geopolitics of national identity takes precedence over humanity and principles of
human decency, then it can be argued that Abu is rendered a ghost, and in the interembodied relations ‘we’, as collective representatives of indifference, become the dead
flesh of Abu in this surface-to-surface ‘intersoular’ relationship. Since the relationship is
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devoid of a metaphorically living soul, we therefore interlocute with ghosts and spectres of
failed possibility (Derrida 1994), which is also the failure of a collective human ethic. The
failure has embodied consequences, and the implications for the embodied soul, greater
than metaphorical death, for it constitutes our collective souls as always-already dead. The
response

to

a

call

to

an

ethic

of

care

is

an

investment

in

life.

My encounter with the woman from the Middle East was an ‘intersoular’ witnessing, a
shared human-to-human exchange that forever binds us and, in particular, one which
always-already tied me ethically as a Westerner to her plight and to that (in)finite moment
as invested in its full ramifications of the political. The short-lived moment as she
disappeared into the crowd and my lost chance to answer and respond to her need,
metaphorically highlights the impossibility and untenability of the wider political context –
one arguably unable to provide the opportunity for ethical resolution. From a Spivakian
hyper-self-reflexive position (Kapoor 2004), as a Westerner currently living within the
geographical boundaries that mark the limits of an historical imaginary invested in European
Enlightenment that produces an inferior non-European, oriental other (Said 1979; Spivak
1988, 1990), it is a context fraught with a dangerously anti-refugee mongering. The
coincidence, the lost opportunity, the democratic weakness of the historical moment to
afford any transformative political options, and the embodied semiotics of our situated
encounter positioned as we were as differentially-constructed subjects of the colonial
condition, all meshed together in that circumstance to invoke metaphorical ghosts. These
ghosts mark the absences of presence (Derrida 1994), and consequently the loss of
possibility along with a dehumanisation, not only of ‘the other’ but of ourselves. For we, as
humanity, are never fully present to ourselves. We instead carry the absences of those
presences and live with ancestral ghosts that take up the shadows of who we are (Swanson
2007a, 2009), for it is in our relationality to others that these shadows become manifested.
It is in this sense of the diminishment of self being tied to the diminishment of the other
that the African humanist philosophy of Ubuntu (Ramose 2002a, 2002b, 2002c; Tutu 1999;
Swanson 2007b) is tied. The self gains its humanity through honouring the humanity in
others. Without this wider commitment to an ethic of care for the other, we cannot
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consider ourselves human. In this sense, the collectivist humanist philosophy of Ubuntu
doesn’t depend on a coherent, stable, singular notion of self, but on an ontoepistemological relationship of transcendent humanity that is at once defining of what it
means to be human, but also is at the root of self-reflective and self-reflexive consciousness
and a sense of committed conscience.

Western thought is invested in a pre-eminent belief in an individual self, resonant with
what Mannheim (2000) might have referred to as Enlightenment ‘individualistic liberalism’.
Here, a notion of the self as one which is fully and coherently human and potentially
autonomous is reflected in Jacque Derrida’s thinking. Derrida speaks of a notion of
singularity, which rests on an aloneness and a uniqueness of the individual self in his/her
response to an other or set of others. Derrida notes: “as soon as I enter into a relation with
the other, with the gaze, look, command, or call of the other, I know that I can respond only
by sacrificing ethics, that is, by sacrificing whatever obliges me to respond, in the same way,
in the same instant, to all the others (Derrida 1995, 68.). In this Derridean singularity, we
can witness and recognise human suffering, one which is often avoided. In recognising one’s
responsibility to other human suffering, there is a sacrificing that arises – tied to death and
finitude, for Derrida, one which leaves us as being entirely alone. For Derrida, this
responsibility is about being isolated and caught up in one’s own singularity at the very
moment we respond to the call from the other. Oppositely, it can be argued that in much
African indigenous thought (Ramose 2002a, 2002b, 2002c; Swanson 2007b; Tutu 1999),
such as that of Ubuntu, this call from the other and one’s response in recognition to one’s
sense of responsibility for the other is one which transcends a perceived singularity invested
in the individual self and a notion of sacrificial choice. This is not an investment with the
other as premised on sacrifice necessarily, but one which makes one more fully human. It is
more of a gain, not a loss, even if that gain is abstractly spiritual in nature. The embodied
soul is more fully human in its ontological relationship with the souls of others. While on the
one hand it is a humbling of the self, what I have previously referred to as a ‘humbling
togetherness’ (Swanson 2007b), and in that sense, a diminishment of an overly bloated
choice-imbued conception of ‘I’, it is also at once an enriching of one’s humanity by being
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with and for the humanity of others. I offer some discussion and deeper definitions in the
following section.

Ubuntu – a Southern African indigenous humanism
A Southern African indigenous philosophy and way of being that has had some
recognition from more critical standpoints in the possibilities it holds for viable alternatives
to the global conditions of world capitalism, modernism and global inequality, to a world in
greater touch with itself, is that of Ubuntu (Ramose 2002a, 2002b, 2002c; Swanson 2007b,
2015a, 2015b; Tutu 1999). Commensurate with the rise in global, economic and ecological
crises over the last few decades, much indigenous thought has come to offer a third space
(Bhabha 2004) in providing other possibilities than the current societal paradigms and
hegemonies of being. Ubuntu philosophy, with its emphasis on a social African humanism
and spiritual way of collective being, provides the possibilities for replacing, reinventing and
reimagining alternatives to the current destructive path of increasing global injustice, as it
also offers opportunities to decolonise discourses of otherness and individualistic Western/
European Enlightenment thinking that has, in some instances, led us to this place (Said
1979; Spivak 1988; Bhabba 1994). The project needs to go further than mere decolonisation
however. In the wake of global capitalism’s common sense mechanisms that render other
options irrational, unviable or irrelevant, it is often a difficult task to assert alternatives in
the spaces left behind. It is insufficient to decolonise these discourses in themselves. It
needs to go further than mere decolonising, but instead to a principle of indigenising so that
previously silenced voices from below, from that of the local, from non-Western
perspectives, from alternative and more ethical philosophical positions, may effect
democratic change. While other forms of indigenous thought and philosophy have
resonance with Ubuntu or might also offer important contributions (Asante 1987; Bell 2002;
Masolo 2002; Nkrumah 1996; Nyerere 1968; Oruka 1990; Ramose 2002a, 2002b, 2002c;
Senghor 1961; Serequeberhan 1991; Wright and Abdi 2012), these Ubuntu and related
African indigenous forms and their distinctiveness in focusing on an ethics of collective care
away from more individualistic interpretations is what gives them an important place in the
decolonising project (Swanson 2015a, 2015b).
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Ubuntu is short for an isiXhosa proverb in Southern Africa. It comes from the phase,
Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu, a person is a person through their relationship to others.
Ubuntu is recognized as the African philosophy of humanism, linking the individual to the
collective through ‘brotherhood’ or ‘sisterhood’. It makes a fundamental contribution to
indigenous ‘ways of knowing and being’. With differing historical emphasis and
(re)contextualisation over time and place, it is considered a spiritual way of being in the
broader socio-political context of Southern Africa. This approach is not only an expression of
a spiritual philosophy in its theological and theoretical sense, but as an expression of the
quotidian. In this sense, it is a way of knowing that fosters a journey towards ‘becoming
human’ (Vanier 1998) or ‘which renders us human’ (Tutu 1999), or, in its collectivist sense, a
greater humanity that transcends alterity of any form (Swanson 2015a, 2015b, 2007b).

Nobel Prize laureate, Archbishop Desmond Mpilo Tutu, who, in 1995, became the
chairman of post-apartheid South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission, was a
strong advocate of the philosophy and spiritual power of Ubuntu in the recovery of “truth”
through narratives of atrocities from the apartheid era. He also viewed it as necessary in the
more important and subsequent processes of forgiveness, reconciliation, transcendence and
healing that arise through the cathartic process of truth-telling. In this sense, the extension
of notions of ‘truth’ in respect of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s mandate
exceeded a forensic notion of ‘truth-finding’ to include three others of truth-seeking that
encompassed

personal

or

narrative

truth,

social

or

dialogic

truth, and healing or restorative truth (Marx 2002, 51). A sense of African
epistemology resounds through these postulations of ‘truth’ in their formulation and
exposition. As a philosophical thread of African epistemology, Ubuntu focuses on human
relations, attending to the moral and spiritual consciousness of what it means to be
human and to be in relationship with an-Other. This is voiced in the (TRC) Commission’s
announcement that “It shift the primary focus of crime from the breaking of laws or
offences against a faceless state to a perception of crime as violations against human
beings, as injury or wrong done to another person” (in Marx 2002, 51). Again, the TRC’s
imperative

of

truth-seeking

is

underscored

by

a

conception

of

African
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epistemology and Ubuntu in its incorporation of personal or narrative truth, social or
dialogic truth, and healing or restorative truth (Marx 2002; Swanson 2015a, 2015b, 2007b).

As I have grown to understand the concept as a lived expression of growing up in South
Africa, Ubuntu is borne out of the philosophy that community strength comes of community
support, and that dignity and identity are achieved through mutualism, empathy, generosity
and community commitment. The adage that ‘it takes a village to raise a child’ is aligned
with the spirit and intent of Ubuntu. Just as apartheid threatened to erode this traditional
African way of being – although in some instances it ironically strengthened it through
galvanising collectivist support and creating solidarity amongst the oppressed - so increasing
industrialisation, urbanisation and globalisation, threatens to do the same. These are some
of the discourses in which global citizenship gets caught up, inadvertently advancing these
modes of colonisation rather than resisting them. The appropriation of African knowledge
and cultures is part of the globalising project while genuflecting to its inclusion.
Nevertheless, disregarding their viable contribution to the wellbeing of local communities in
Africa as well as to a world in various forms of social and ecological crisis is shortsighted.
Generally accepted, African ways of knowing tend to be enacted and conceptualised as
circular, organic and collectivist, rather than linear, unitised, materialistic and individualistic,
as is often attributed to Western perspectives. Traditional African thought in its various
enacted forms is said to seek interpretation, expression, understanding, and moral and
social harmony, rather than being preoccupied with verification, rationalism, prediction and
control, as reified through Western Scientific norms (Asante 1987; Bell 2002; Watkins 1993).
In this sense, and most often vocalised in resistance to colonising capitalism, a more
communalist / communitarian philosophy and way of being has been espoused as
appropriately in alignment with African worldviews and ways of being (Bell 2002; Nkrumah
1966; Nyerere 1968; Oruka 1990; Senghor 1961; Serequeberhan 1991;

Tutu 1999).

However, this has not been without troubling a notion of ‘community’ in the African sense
in a global modernistic context, at least for some (Masolo 2002). Within such a collectivist
philosophy, the affective, relational and moral philosophical tenets are fore-fronted and, in
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the context of post-colonisation, the source of much African epistemological selfconsciousness (Swanson 2015a, 2015b, 2007b).

Ubuntu

undoubtedly

emphasises

responsibilities

and

obligations

towards

a

collective wellbeing. On a global scale, greater co-operation and mutual understanding is
necessary to a sustainable future for all with respect to the ecological, moral and
social well-being of its global citizens, human and otherwise. Ubuntu provides
legitimising spaces for transcendence of injustice and a more democratic, egalitarian and
ethical engagement of human beings in relationship with each other. In this sense, Ubuntu
offers hope and possibility in its contribution to human rights, not only in the Southern
African context, but also across the globe. In support of this assertion, I note the words on
human rights of Tim Murithi, Programme Officer at the United Nations Institute for Training
and Research. In writing on a culturally inclusive notion of human rights and its implications
for a new international charter, Murithi (2004, 15) draws on the philosophical
underpinnings of Ubuntu towards this end. He says:

The moment perhaps has come then where new life can be given to the global
campaign for human rights by reformulating the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. In particular, together with a re-emphasis of the provisions relating to
social and economic justice, which have been virtually neglected for the last 52
years, it is necessary to re-articulate our aspirations to human rights much more in
the language of obligations, which in turn would then infer an unambiguous call to
action. In essence, a re-articulation of human rights from an Ubuntu perspective
adds value to the human rights movement by placing more of an emphasis on the
obligations that we have towards the ‘other.’

It is in this investment with a ‘collectivist human rights’ ethic, informed by Ubuntu
philosophy, that I now return to the narrative of the Middle Eastern woman refugee. It is
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here where the embodied and the spiritual meet the ethical and hopeful, in a call for
postcolonial justice. It is here where ways of being and knowing might inform a politics of
conscience that would open up politico-embodied and spiritual alternatives to global
injustices of the kind witnessed in the Middle Eastern wars and refugee crisis.

Radical hope and an onto-epistemology of conscience
I return to the Middle Eastern refugee and her question asking where her and her family
might be taken. I think of how she feels that I might know how to provide her with an
informed answer. Being a Westerner, I may in her mind have privileged access to such
knowledge, where she in her decitizenised status (Abdi and Shultz 2008) would most likely
be denied, rendered through the Western orientalising gaze (Said 1979) as an
‘inconvenience’ to the EU political authorities. Her life and respect of that life, in Butlerian
(2004) terms, is not a grievable one, at least to some degree. She is, for Butler, exposed
through her vulnerability. In recapitulation: “Loss and vulnerability seem to follow from our
being socially constituted bodies, attached to others, at risk of losing those attachments,
exposed to others, at risk of violence by virtue of that exposure” (Ibid. 2004, 20). I think of
her seeming capitulation to her own lack of control over her life and that of her family’s. I
think of the normalisation of this differential relation of power within the West premised on
a general conception of one-to-another’s relative humanity as construed by a conception of
the nation state. In accordance with the postcolonial condition, the nation state remains
one of the most powerful constitutive forces of identity construction and of the constitution
of ideals on human rights (Abdi and Shultz 2008; Kapur 2006). If you are a Syrian refugee in
this historical moment, then it is conceived as being acceptable that you are in a state of
precarity and that your safety is at the behest of another more powerful, principally
Western and European nation state within which the right to protection within that nation
state as a citizen is enshrined98. You are not an equal to the European citizen, you are
always-ever a guest, and your rights and humanity is constantly displaced (both figuratively

98

While this is not exclusive to the European context, it is the most pertinent, as it is mostly to Europe that the
refugees in fragile states such as Syria, Libya and Iraq seek to come. In places such as Turkey, Jordan, and Saudi
Arabia, internal ethnic and sectarian differences often prove significant obstacles and treatment of refugees of
particular ethnic origin has often been suspect.
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and literally). You exist within a mediated relation to a margin, one where the investment in
physical borders becomes an investment in the geography of the body. Who you are, where
you are, what nation state you belong to, and what historical moment you live in each
decides your rights and thus also your humanity. You would need to ask where the more
powerful ‘they’ are taking you to. Here the embodied soul is a soul of the political, and the
ethics of the human is political. In this way, Ubuntu philosophy is an African humanism that
offers political possibilities. It has a capacity for decolonising a normative condition of statelegitimised dehumanisation. It offers a politics for an ethics of care.

Jonathan Lear (2006) argues that radical hope is more than mere optimism. It is a
manifestation of courage, but consequently also of human excellence. Judith Butler
asks who counts as human, and whose lives count. Ubuntu offers an ontological
relationality of the human condition that brings into play the courage of a radical hope
and the hope of a more fully human existence, one more ethical and just than the
globally-legitimised vulnerability and dehumanisation that the Middle Eastern refugees
struggling for safety and a more viable existence are constituted within. This is a
dehumanisation that they endure, but which diminishes the humanity of all of us.
Butler (2004, 20) reminds us that we are “constituted politically in part by virtue of the
social vulnerability of our bodies”, ones “attached to others”, “at risk of losing those
attachments”, and in the sense of Ubuntu, thus also at risk of losing our humanity as a
consequence. For it is through these attachments, in the surface-to-surface
embodiments of our souls, in our ‘intersoular’ states and Ubuntu ways of being and
knowing, that we can find a radical hope in the onto-epistemology of conscience, and
thus become human.
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“Gender” as a social construct, is a widely accepted unit of social, political and economic
analysis among scholars and “development” practitioners alike. Gender scholars usually
proceed from the presumption that socially ascribed roles based on sex and binary
identities, typically associated with being “male,” or “female,” are socially constructed and
not biologically determined. Coming of age in the 1980s, “Gender” analysis was heavily
influenced by “Liberal,” “Standpoint,” and “Post-modernist/structuralist,” Feminist
epistemologies, which in turn sparked debate and public policy outcomes centered around:
(a) Women in Development (WID), (b) Women and Development (WAD), and (c) Gender and
Development (GAD).
In general, “Western” and “liberal” gender scholars challenge “domination,” and
“oppression” of women by men, and seek modest institutional reforms to ameliorate their
presumed subordinated status; whereas “Standpoint” feminists view capitalism as the root
cause of “oppression.” Thus, capitalism, it is argued, must be overthrown to stem gender
exploitation. Post-modernist/structuralist scholars, on the other hand, especially those from
the Global-South, contest universalized liberal feminist constructions of non-western
women as “oppressed,” and “passive” which they view as both elitist and racist.
For scholars and activists who subscribe to the Post-modernist/structuralist views of
gender, it is male privilege, - which for decades have shaped the “development,”
“modernity” and “globalization” discourse (s) of the “West,” generally, and transnational
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corporations, specifically. International Financial Institutions (IFIs), and the World Trade
Organization (WTO) are often singled out for criticism because of their unexamined
gendered decisions and prescriptions to insure capitalist domination and Western
hegemony.
Gendered Voices From The Gambia employs a liberal approach to subject a gender
analytic frame on key Gambian literary texts. The creative writers, both men and women,
employ various genres to imbue their characters with lived experiences. Accordingly, Gomez
and Ndow, unpack the tapestry of gender constructed views, prejudices, and identities in
these texts. In the end, they reveal power dynamics and “operational codes,” often
associated with “men” and “women” in Gambian society, and Africa in general.
Chapter one of Gendered Voices is concerned with “Gender and Gambian Literature,”
“Gender and Literature,” and “Gender and Masculinity.” In chapter two, Gomez and Ndow
provide summaries of; The Rebellion (1968) by Augusta Jawara, Costly Price (2005) by
Ramatoulie Othman, The Sun Will Soon Rise ((2004) by Sallie Sadie Singhateh, and The
Repeal ((1999), a collection of poems by Juka Fatou Jabang. Dayo Forster’s 2007 novel,
Reading the Celling, Michael Hamadi Secka’s, The Shock (2004), and Baba Galleh Jallow’s,
“Ultimate Conflict,” (1999).
In chapter three, Gomez and Ndow, undertake an interesting expose on ways in which
both male and female characters are depicted in Gambian Literature. Chapter four focuses
on gendered themes and their manifestations in: “education,” “motherhood,” “domestic
violence,” “female circumcision,” “power and decision making,”, which are all important
signifiers of gender in their own right. Chapter five uses other signifiers: “marriage, sex and
sexuality,” “promiscuity,” “male dominance,” and “religionto further analyze the selected
texts. Chapter six is a thematic and theoretical synthesis, with the latter proving the glue to
the authors’ narrative.
Gambian Literature, Ndow and Gomez conclude: “follows a common trend where the
issues in society tend to be replicated, challenged, and renegotiated in literary texts” (p. 98).
They also contend that Gambian women writers, reposition women, so as to invest them
with attributes often associated with men- strength, resolve, sexual prowess to subvert
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patriarchal, and other gendered expectations. By contrast, these women writers depict male
characters as severely flawed, and who fail consistently to meet societal and gender-specific
expectations.
This is not the case for Secka and Jallow, who cast men in strong roles while women
characters in their novels, are rendered passive, marginal, and are cast in stereotypical
roleslacking the power, agency and will to change their circumstances. These images of
women are in stark contrast to the self-willed Nysata or Nyima in the works of Jawara and
Singhateh. Gomez and Ndow argue that trends in Gambian Literature are consistent with
broader continental themes.
Whilst Gendered Voices is insightful, its scope is too narrowly conceived. More
significantly, Gomez and Ndow fail to push the analysis beyond gender to consider the class,
ethnic, regional, “traditional” and “modern” dimensions of the selected characters. In failing
to include some of these categories, Ndow and Gomez stripped these characters of
complexity, and thus reducing them to simple and one dimensional characters who are
inescapably trapped in their gender-constructed roles. By contrast, female characters in
Reading the Celling are assertive, urbane, middle class, well-educated, confident, vocal,
sexual, and possibly of Yoruba (Aku/Aku Marabout) descent. They represent more complex
characters that embody gender and more.
Regrettably, Gendered Voices reads like a draft-chapter for a more nuanced work that
would include the dimensions/categories discussed previously. At another level, the book
also reads like a compendium of book-reviews, or a supplementary study-guide for a course
on Gambian Literature. This is because those reading the book will need to be familiar with
the selected texts to fully appreciate the characters and the authors’ resulting analysis.
Thus, the book’s limited scope and depth, scanty primary and secondary sources, and the
authors’ failure to include other sources on Gambia from related disciplines severely
weaken its substantive base. Reading the book also leaves one wondering what
methodology/criteria or rationale Gomez and Ndow utilized to select the texts they included
in Gendered Voices. Why, for instance, was Ebou Dibba not included? Why was there a
selection bias of novels written in the late 1990s and beyond?
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Ultimately, Gendered Voices exhibits numerous weaknesses in its theoretical,
substantive, and methodological grounding (s). It could have been more broadly conceived,
comprehensively researched, and subjected to a more rigorous peer-review process than it
perhaps received. Therefore, the rush to publish must be tempered by adherence, on the
part of both authors, and publishers, to exacting academic and scholarly standards to assure
quality of the final product. Gendered Voices may well serve as a supplementary text on
Gambian/African Literature (s), but not as a standalone expose academic text.
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